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The ability to reproduce is a defining characteristic of all living organisms. 
During reproduction, the integrity of genetic material transferred from one generation to 
the next is of utmost importance. Organisms have diverse strategies to ensure the fidelity 
of genomic information inherited between generations of individuals. In sexually 
reproducing animals, the piRNA pathway is an RNA-interference (RNAi) mechanism 
that protects the genomes of germ cells from the replication of ‘selfish’ genetic sequences 
called transposable elements (TE). When left unabated, the replication of TE sequences 
can cause gene disruption, double-stranded DNA breaks, and germ cell death that results 
in sterility of the organism. In Drosophila, the piRNA pathway is divided into a 
cytoplasmic and nuclear branch that involves the functions of three Piwi-clade Argonaute 
proteins—Piwi, Aubergine (Aub) and Argonaute-3 (Ago3)—which bind piwi-interacting 
RNA (piRNA) to form the effector complexes that represses deleterious TE sequences. 
The work presented in this thesis examines the function and regulation of Piwi 
proteins in Drosophila germ cells. Chapter 1 presents an introduction to piRNA 
biogenesis and to the essential roles occupied by each Piwi protein in the repression of 
TE. We discuss the architecture and function of germ granules as the cellular 
compartments where much of the piRNA pathway operates. In Chapter 2, we present 
how Piwi in the nucleus co-transcriptionally targets genomic loci expressing TE 
sequences to direct the deposition of repressive chromatin marks. Chapter 3 examines the 
cytoplasmic function of the piRNA pathway, where we find that the protein Krimper 
coordinates Aub and Ago3 in the piRNA ping-pong pathway to adaptively target and 
destroy TE transcripts. Chapter 4 explores how interactions of Piwis with associated 
proteins are modulated by arginine methylation modifications. Lastly, in Chapter 5 I 
present evidence that the cytoplasmic branch of the piRNA pathway can potentially 
‘cross-talk’ with the nuclear branch to transfer sequence information to better target and 
co-transcriptionally silence the genomic loci coding active TE sequences. Overall, the 
work presented in this thesis constitutes a part of the first steps in understanding the 
molecular mechanisms that protect germ cells from invasion by TE sequences.   
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INTRODUCTION 
Of the 100 trillion cells in the body, germ cells are the only ones contributing to 
all future generations, and as such are essentially immortal. It is therefore of pivotal 
importance to preserve the integrity of the germ cell genome, as damage to it can result in 
an evolutionary dead end–sterility. 
Transposable elements (TEs)— highly abundant and repetitive segments of DNA 
with the ability to replicate and insert into new genomic locations wreaking havoc in the 
process— pose one of the greatest internal threats to genome integrity. New insertions 
cause breaks in the DNA, which lead to cell cycle arrest, disrupt genes and their 
regulatory regions, and increase the likelihood of non-homologous recombination [1]. 
Various systems have evolved in different organisms to combat and contain the 
expansion of TEs, but it is the elegant mechanism employed by the germ cells of 
metazoans that has attracted considerable interest in recent years: the piRNA pathway [2].  
The piRNA pathway is a germ line-specific RNA silencing mechanism. The 
central effector complex of the pathway, called pi-RISC (piRNA-induced silencing 
complex) in analogy to canonical RNA interference pathways, consists of a protein from 
the Piwi subfamily of Argonaute nucleases, and a Piwi-interacting RNA, or piRNA. The 
piRNA pathway relies on the effector function of the Argonaute protein and the 
specificity provided by the piRNAs to restrict TE activity. Piwi proteins compose2 a 
clade of the Argonaute protein family that is specific to metazoans and shows gonad-
specific expression [3-8]. Piwi— the protein that is the namesake of the Piwi clade of 
Argonautes— was discovered in a screen for factors affecting stem cell maintenance in 
the Drosophila germ line. Mutants of this gene have very small gonads, and were 
therefore named P-element induced wimpy testis, or piwi mutants [4, 7]. 
The domain structure of Piwi proteins is similar to that of Argonautes (Figure 1) 
[9, 10]. Like Argonautes, the mid domain anchors the 5’ end of a piRNA, and the PAZ 
domain lodges the 3’ end of the piRNA. The PIWI domain contains catalytic residues 
within an RNase H–like nucleolytic fold, providing catalytic cleavage of target transcripts. 
Unlike Argonautes, however, Piwis have Arginine-rich motifs near their N-termini. 
These residues are post-translationally dimethylated. Arginine methylation allows Piwi 
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proteins to interact with components of the pathway from the Tudor family [11-14]. The 
eponymous Tudor domain can bind methylated arginines on Piwi proteins, and this 
relationship appears to be conserved in many species. Many Tudor proteins have several 
Tudor domains and act as a scaffold for the formation of higher-order complexes [15, 16]. 
In germ cells of Drosophila and in mouse testis, this mode of protein interaction 
translates into formation of distinct perinuclear granules similar to p-bodies, which harbor 
components of the piRNA pathway and have been known for a long time in cell biology 
as “nuage” [17-20]. 
Based on shared domain structure with Argonaute proteins, it was inferred that 
Piwi proteins must also bind small RNAs. Indeed, with the emergence of high throughput 
sequencing techniques Piwi-associated small RNAs from several species were sequenced 
and characterized [21-24]. piRNAs are typically 24-30 nucleotides (nt) in length and are 
longer relatives of ubiquitous short interfering RNAs (siRNAs) and micro RNAs 
(miRNAs). Based on their sequence, piRNAs and the conserved role of Piwi proteins in 
taming transposable elements in the germline of animals were elucidated.  
piRNAs are generated either from RNA transcripts of active TE copies or from 
transcripts originating from specialized loci in the genome called piRNA clusters. 
Clusters are loci harboring mostly defunct remnants of TEs and form the basis of 
immunity against TE propagation [17, 19, 25]. The piRNAs that are generated from 
piRNA clusters are mostly antisense to TE mRNA sequences and serve as guides for Piwi 
proteins to find TE transcripts by complementary base pairing. In the cytoplasm, the 
identification of target mRNAs by Piwis leads to cleavage of TE transcripts resulting in 
destruction of the TE message and the concomitant amplification of defensive sequences 
targeting active TEs as the cleavage product itself is processed into piRNA. The piRNA 
pathway has often been compared to an adaptive immune system, as it conveys memory 
of previous transposon invasions by storing TE sequence information in piRNA clusters. 
By amplifying piRNAs that are complementary to the active transposon sequence, the 
piRNA pathway can respond quickly and specifically to acute TE activation. In addition 
to targeted cleavage of TE mRNAs within the cytoplasm, Piwi proteins also function on 
the chromatin level to silence TE transcription by guiding formation of repressive 
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heterochromatin on active copies of TEs [26, 27]. Thus, the piRNA pathway acts on two 
levels to limit germline transposable element activity. 
piRNA Biogenesis, Cluster Architecture and Transcription 
piRNAs are classified into two groups based on their biogenesis: primary and 
secondary piRNA. Primary piRNA are generated by a currently poorly characterized 
biogenesis machinery, while secondary piRNA arise in an amplification mechanism 
termed the Ping-Pong amplification loop to specifically enhance piRNA sequences 
targeting active elements. In this section we will concentrate on what is known about 
biogenesis of primary piRNAs, focusing on their genomic origin, regulation of 
transcription, and factors involved in their processing. 
piRNA populations are highly complex: deep sequencing of piRNAs from mouse 
and fly revealed millions of individual, distinct piRNA molecules. Neither piRNAs nor 
their precursor sequences show any structural motif or sequence bias except for a 
preference for a Uracil as the first 5’ nucleotide (1U bias) of the piRNA. However, when 
mapped to the genome, this highly diverse population of piRNAs can be mapped to a few 
discrete genomic loci, called piRNA clusters [19, 21-25, 28]. These clusters are 
transcriptional units up to 200 kilobases long that— at least in flies— are mostly located 
in pericentromeric and subtelomeric beta-heterochromatin and are highly enriched in 
transposable element sequences [19]. In flies, primary piRNAs are generated almost 
exclusively from these piRNA clusters. It is believed that upon new transposon invasion 
the TE eventually “jumps” into one of the clusters, leaving a memory of the invasion. 
Once a transposable element leaves a trace in a cluster, it can be targeted by the piRNA 
machinery, which will limit further propagation of the TE. Currently it is not known what 
causes active transposons to preferentially integrate into clusters, but the chromatin 
features of clusters have been proposed to play a role. 
In fly ovaries, clusters are expressed in two cell types: cells of germline origin 
that include the developing oocyte and associated nurse cells in addition to somatic 
support cells called follicular cells. Interestingly, the structure of clusters seems to differ 
depending on where they are expressed: germline clusters are transcribed bi-directionally, 
generating both sense and antisense piRNA in relation to the transposon mRNA. 
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Conversely, somatic clusters appear to be transcribed uni-directionally, producing mostly 
piRNA that are antisense to TE coding regions [19]. Overall, the source from where a 
piRNA is transcribed dictates how it is processed. 
piRNAs in flies are 23-25nt in length, whereas in mouse they are slightly longer, 
averaging 25-28nt. Similar to other small RNA classes, piRNAs are processed from 
longer precursors; however, in contrast to miRNAs and siRNAs, the precursors are single 
stranded transcripts without obvious hairpin structures. It is thought that piRNA 
biogenesis begins with the endonucleolytic cleavage of the long precursor transcript, 
generating shorter piRNA precursors. This cleavage event possibly specifies the 5’ end of 
the future piRNA. Genetic screens and structural studies suggest that the endonuclease, 
Zucchini (Zuc), might conduct this first cleavage of some piRNA precursors (Figure 2A) 
[29-35]. After cleavage, the 5’ end of piRNA precursors gets loaded into a Piwi protein. 
In flies, primary piRNA are loaded into two of the three Piwi proteins, Piwi and 
Aubergine (Aub). The factors that make up the piRNA loading machinery are currently 
unknown; however, several studies have identified the proteins Shutdown (Shu), Vreteno 
(Vret), Brother-of-Yb (BoYb), and Sister-of-Yb (SoYb) as components that are necessary 
for loading of Piwi and Aub with primary piRNA[30, 32] (Table 1). Loading of Piwi 
seems to require some additional factors including Armitage (Armi) and Zucchini (Zuc) 
and in somatic cells, the Tudor domain protein, Yb[32, 36]. 
Primary piRNAs show a strong bias for a uridine as their 5’ terminal nucleotide. 
At which step this bias is introduced is not clear and there are two conceivable scenarios. 
First, cleavage of precursor transcripts could be random and the 5’ binding pocket of Piwi 
proteins could have a steric preference for binding piRNAs with a 5’ terminal 1U; or 
second, the nuclease conducting the first cleavage on cluster transcript precursors could 
preferably cleave upstream of uridines, thereby creating the observed bias. 
Once loaded into Piwi proteins, the piRNA precursor is trimmed at its 3’ end by 
an unknown 3’ -> 5’ exonuclease. This nuclease is tentatively named “Trimmer” (Figure 
2B). The final length of the piRNA is determined by the piRNA binding pocket of the 
Piwi protein: Piwi associated piRNAs are 25 nt long, whereas piRNAs associated with 
AUB or AGO3 are 24 nt or 23 nt long, respectively.  However, piRNA can vary in length 
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by one to two nucleotides, possibly as a consequence of imprecise trimming. Finally, 
after trimming, piRNAs acquire a characteristic 2’ methyl modification at their 3’ end 
that is introduced by the piRNA methyl-transferase Hen-1 and leads to stabilization of the 
small RNA [37]. 
Overall, while the exact biochemistry and the involved factors are still not fully 
known, piRNA biogenesis consists of multiple consecutive steps from transcription of 
precursors, through precursor cleavage and loading, to trimming and 2’ O-methylation. 
Defects in any of these steps leads to diminished piRNAs, upregulation of transposons, 
and sterility. 
Nuclear and cytoplasmic function of the piRNA pathway  
Transposons can be classified into DNA or retrotransposons based on the 
mechanism by which they transpose in the genome. DNA transposons mobilize by a ‘cut 
and paste’ mechanism that is accomplished with the help of an encoded transposase 
protein. Retrotransposons, further divided into long terminal repeat (LTR) and long 
interspersed nuclear element (LINE) classes, propagate by reverse transcription of an 
RNA intermediate. Here too, the required enzymes are encoded by the transposable 
elements.  Another class of TE is the semi-autonomous sequences, such as Alu repeats, 
that require the protein machinery of other transposons for their replication. In either case 
the transposable element needs to be transcribed as an mRNA because it encodes the 
enzymes necessary for transposition, or is also required as a template for reverse 
transcription. Accordingly, transposition can be regulated on multiple levels, from the 
efficiency of transcription to transcript stability and rate of translation of required factors, 
or by interfering with the process of re-integration into the genome. The piRNA pathway 
targets two steps that are required for all transposons: in the cytoplasm, the piRNA 
pathway directly targets and destroys RNAs of transposons that escaped transcriptional 
silencing. In the nucleus, piRNAs are implicated in the regulation of chromatin structure 
that can affect transcription of targeted loci. In this section we will describe the details of 
these two levels of defense against transposable elements. 
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Ping-Pong: The Cytoplasmic Function of the piRNA pathway 
The beauty and power of the piRNA pathway lies in its ability to store 
information of previous TE invasions (in piRNA clusters) and to specifically respond to 
TE activation by distinctively amplifying sequences complementary to active elements. 
The latter is achieved through the interplay of two cytoplasmic Piwi proteins— in 
Drosophila, Aubergine and Argonaute 3— in a process termed the Ping-Pong cycle. As 
these two proteins are only expressed in the germline, the Ping-Pong cycle is also 
restricted to germ cells [19].  
In Drosophila, Aubergine (Aub) and Argonaute-3 (Ago3) act as partners in the 
defense against active transposable elements, with Aub binding to piRNAs mainly 
coming from piRNA cluster transcripts and Ago3 enriched in piRNAs from transposon 
mRNAs [19, 38]. Unlike Piwi, both Aub and Ago3 can catalytically cleave RNA targets 
[39]. At the beginning of the pathway, Aub loads with primary piRNA sequences that are 
derived from piRNA clusters and are antisense to TE transcripts. This primary piRNA 
guides Aub to scavenge the cytoplasm for complementary transcripts. When a TE mRNA 
with sequence complementarity to an Aub-bound piRNA is identified, Aub cleaves the 
target RNA ten nucleotides downstream of the piRNA 5’ end. This cleavage of 
transposon mRNA serves two purposes: first, it destroys the transposon transcript and 
second, it generates the 5’ end of a new piRNA precursor (Figure 2C). This new 
precursor gets incorporated into Ago3 and is processed into a so-called secondary piRNA 
(Figure 2D). Due to the fact that Ago3-bound piRNA is in sense orientation to the 
transposable element, this piRNA can promote the production of a new round of cluster-
derived piRNA by recognizing complementary cluster transcripts (which then get cleaved 
and incorporated into Aub) (Figure 2E). As the cycle can only function if transposon 
mRNA is present, the Ping-Pong cycle shapes a specific response against active TEs. 
Since Aub-bound piRNAs have a strong bias for uracil at their 5’ ends, the 
piRNAs that are loaded into Ago3 have a bias for Adenosine at position 10 (10A bias) 
and are complementary to the Aub-bound piRNAs over a 10 nucleotide stretch. This 
relationship between Aub piRNA and Ago3 piRNA is termed the Ping-Pong signature 
[19]  
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The precise mechanism of how Aub and Ago3 are coordinated in the Ping-pong 
cycle is not yet fully understood. Protein components that are implicated in the Ping-pong 
cycle include not only Aub and Ago3, but also the Tudor domain-containing proteins Qin, 
Krimper (Krimp), and Spindle-E (SpnE) in addition to the essential germline helicase, 
Vasa (SpnE and Vasa are both putative DEAD-box RNA helicases, and Qin contains a 
RING E3 ligase domain with unknown function) [20, 40-43]. In this thesis, we present a 
model for Ping-pong that identifies Krimper as the essential molecular factor necessary to 
bridge Aub and Ago3 during ping-pong. The model proposes that a dimer of Krimper 
provides one binding site for piRNA-unloaded Ago3 protein, and a second binding site 
that can accommodate methylated arginines of piRNA-loaded Aub protein. The model is 
explained in greater depth in Chapter 3. 
The role of piRNAs in regulating chromatin structure 
Transcriptional regulation of specific loci is influenced by the overall chromatin 
architecture of its genomic environment. In mammals, methylation of DNA and various 
modifications of histone proteins, as well as histone variants, play a role in this regulation. 
In Drosophila melanogaster, histone modifications and histone variants are mainly 
responsible for defining the properties of chromatin. In both flies and mice, one of the 
three Piwi proteins localizes to the nucleus, suggesting a nuclear role for the piRNA 
pathway, possibly through transcriptional repression of targets [4, 17]. Such a mechanism 
is further strengthened by the observation that in flies Piwi shows a banding pattern on 
polytene chromosomes of nurse cells, suggesting a direct interaction with chromatin [26].  
In fruit flies the piRNA pathway induces transcriptional repression by initiating 
deposition of repressive histone marks on target loci. Indeed, multiple studies have shown 
that the piRNA pathway transcriptionally represses at least some transposons. In cell 
culture experiments, deletion of Piwi’s nuclear localization signal leads to failure of 
transposon silencing, even though Piwi proteins are loaded with piRNAs in the cytoplasm 
[44]. Similarly, in flies the deletion of the N-terminus of Piwi leads to its delocalization 
from the nucleus and a slight increase in active histone marks (di-methylation of H3K79 
and H3K4) and a decrease of repressive marks (di-/tri-methylation of H3K9) over several 
transposons [45]. Additionally, an increase in transcription and accumulation of several 
telomeric retrotransposons was observed in Drosophila ovaries upon mutation of piRNA 
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pathway components [46-48]. The telomeric transposons, which showed increased 
transcription, showed slight changes in their chromatin marks [48]. These observations 
all indirectly hinted towards an involvement of Piwi in transcriptional regulation of 
transposable elements. Recently, three genome-wide studies confirmed this assumption: 
knockdown of Piwi leads to transcriptional derepression of a significant fraction of TEs 
both in cell culture and in ovaries as assessed by Pol II ChIP-seq and by GRO-seq [26, 27, 
49]. Upon Piwi knockdown transcript levels of transposable elements increase 
significantly, indicating that Piwi primarily— if not solely— represses transposons at the 
transcriptional level.  
While it seems likely that transcriptional silencing of transposable elements is 
achieved through establishment of a repressive chromatin state, this correlation between 
repressive chromatin marks and silencing has not yet been shown directly. Likewise, 
factors involved in mediating Piwi’s repressive function are not known. Recently, two 
factors have been proposed to be involved in inducing transcriptional silencing. 
Maelstom (Mael) is a conserved factor that has been implicated in TE silencing in both 
mouse and flies [18, 27, 50]. Knockdown of Mael in flies leads to increased Pol II 
occupancy over TEs similar to changes observed upon Piwi knockdown [27]. 
Interestingly, while Piwi knockdown resulted in strong reduction of H3K9me3 signal at 
and downstream of target sequences, Mael knockdown resulted in increased spreading 
and only a modest reduction in H3K9me3 signal, indicating that Mael does not act in 
establishing the repressive H3K9me3 mark over targets. Another recent study identified 
Asterix (CG3893) as a factor required for Piwi-mediated establishment of H3K9me3 
mark over at least a subset of TEs [31]. 
A study using a cell-culture model showed that Piwi silences a significant number 
of novel TE insertions through tri-methylation of H3K9 [27]. This silencing mark does 
not only cover the site of the novel TE insertion, but spreads up to 15 kb downstream in 
the direction of transcription. This observation indicates that transcription plays a role in 
establishing repressive chromatin. The spreading of repressive marks upon insertion of a 
transposable element can even lead to repression of proximal protein coding genes. In fly 
ovaires, however, similar new insertions in proximity to protein coding genes were not 
observed [26]. It is conceivable that while in cultured cells the silencing of nearby genes 
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is tolerated and can be detected, in a living organism there is a strong selective pressure 
against insertions that would compromise functional gene expression.  
The piRNA sequences bound to Piwi identify the sequences that are targeted for 
Piwi-mediated transcriptional repression. This is in agreement with the observation that 
host genes are generally unaffected by the pathway and that Piwi requires piRNAs to 
repress TEs [26]. Additionally, loading Piwi with artificial sequences mapping to the lacZ 
transgene leads to silencing of lacZ-expressing loci in vivo. Additionally, the target locus 
acquires H3K9me3 marks, which in turn seems to attract further components of the 
piRNA pathway [26]. While the mechanism of target recognition remains unresolved, it 
is likely that piRNAs recognize nascent transcript targets through sequence 
complementarity. This is supported by the observation that Piwi knockdown results in 
decreased H3K9 tri-methylation of the genomic environment of active transposons, while 
untranscribed fragments of transposable elements throughout the genome remained 
unaffected [27].  
Transcriptional repression by Piwi occurs in both germ cells and follicular cells of 
Drosophila ovaries. Follicular cells are the somatic support cells in fly ovaries, and while 
they are not germline cells, they do express a uniquely tailored version of the piRNA 
pathway. Out of the three Piwi proteins in Drosophila, only Piwi is expressed in follicular 
cells. In these cells it specifically loads with piRNA generated from the unidirectional 
cluster, Flamenco [20]. The Flamenco cluster appears to primarily target the LTR 
retrotransposon, Gypsy, whose expression can lead to the formation of viral particles that 
might infect the germ line [51]. Therefore, transcriptional repression of Gypsy loci by 
Piwi in follicular cells is crucial for germline survival.  
In summary, while little is known about the mechanism of piRNA-mediated 
transcriptional silencing, it is apparent that both in mouse and in Drosophila germ cells, 
Piwi proteins play an essential role in inhibiting TE transcription and establishing a 
repressive genomic environment. 
Germ granules: components, structure and function 
Molecules involved in the same cellular process often assemble into granules— 
membraneless subcellular compartments— in order to increase the local concentration of 
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factors and enhance the efficiency and specificity of biological processes. Germ granules 
are conserved germ cell components present in most (if not all) sexually reproducing 
metazoans, and are essential in ensuring the reproductive potential of an individual 
organism [52-54].  
Germ granules were discovered more than a century ago, as darkly staining 
structures that could be traced from gametes of one generation into germ cells of the next 
in the fly [55]. The importance of these granules for embryonic germ cell development 
and fertility was highlighted with experiments showing that their destruction by UV 
irradiation resulted in the so-called grandchild-less phenotype— sterility of the next 
generation [56, 57]. Furthermore, transplanting germ plasm, which contains germ 
granules, from a healthy donor strain into oocytes that had previously been treated with 
UV irradiation, could rescue infertility [58]. 
Detailed analysis of the constituents of germ granules reveals interesting 
relationships. In both mouse and fly, germ granules are frequently in close association 
with mitochondria and their constituent proteins have functions that are linked to the 
piRNA pathway [59]. Interestingly, several mitochondrial proteins including Zucchini 
(Zuc) and GASZ are critical piRNA pathway components [60, 61]. Furthermore, many 
components that localize to germ granules contain Tudor domains [62]. Tudor domains 
bind symmetrically di-methylated arginine (sDMA) residues, such as ones present in the 
N-terminal region of Piwi proteins. It is believed that Tudor domain proteins might serve 
as a scaffold to bring Piwi proteins together with other components of the piRNA 
pathway in germ granules. 
In flies, germ granules can be identified in almost all stages of germ cell 
development. Whether in testes or ovaries, granules have various names depending on 
their protein constituents, localization, and stage of expression. Only recently has it been 
uncovered that many components of the granules operate to ensure successful transposon 
repression. 
Nuage are composed of many piRNA pathway components in ovarian nurse cells 
In nurse cells of the fruit fly ovary, nebulous perinuclear structures termed ‘nuage’ 
(after the French word for ‘cloud’) are visible in negative stained electron micrographs 
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[53]. The constituents of these granules include many cytoplasmic piRNA pathway 
components, including Aub and Ago3 (Figure 3A; Table 1). The cytoplasmic functions of 
the piRNA pathway, such as piRNA loading and Ping-pong, are believed to occur within 
these granules. Deletion or delocalization of any of the piRNA pathway components from 
nuage leads to impairment of the pathway, indicating the significance of these granules in 
proper TE silencing. 
The composition and requirements of nuage granule assembly is not yet fully 
understood. However, some general trends for nuage assembly have been worked out. 
First, the components of nuage granules seem to assemble in a fashion dependent on 
piRNA biogenesis, since components including Aub and Ago3 that would normally 
localize to nuage are cytoplasmically dispersed in ovaries mutant for piRNA biogenesis 
factors, such as cluster associated factors Rhino and Cutoff and the mRNA export protein, 
UAP56 [63-65]. Second, the assembly of proteins that make up nuage granules appears to 
be hierarchical. For example, it is apparent from mapping pair-wise genetic interactions 
that some protein components only localize to nuage if other factors have already ‘built’ 
on the nuage complex.  Some proteins may not localize to nuage in the absence of one or 
more upstream protein components, while the localization of these upstream components 
is unperturbed by mutations in downstream components [20, 41, 66, 67].   
Lastly, arginine rich motifs typically found near the N-termini of Piwi proteins are 
modified to symmetrical di-methyl arginines (sDMA) by the PRMT5 methylosome 
complex [11, 13, 68, 69]. Methylated arginines can bind Tudor domains, which are a 
prevalent domain found in many piRNA pathway components (Table 1)[69-71]. It is 
believed that Tudor domain proteins might form a scaffold in nuage that helps bring 
together functional components of the pathway. While the role of arginine methylation in 
the function of the piRNA pathway is not entirely clear, Aub requires sDMA 
modifications to accumulate at the pole plasm during oogenesis, indicating its 
requirement for proper localization. Additionally, sDMA modifications on Ago3 appear 
to be required for interactions with another component, Papi [72]. Chapter 4 of this thesis 
discusses in greater detail how Piwi proteins are regulated by arginine methylation. 
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The pole plasm: germ granules in the oocyte 
The pole plasm is defined by an accumulation of maternally deposited RNA, 
mitochondria and piRNA-associated granules at the posterior pole of the oocyte.  Much 
of the material that adheres to the pole plasm will be inherited by pole cells, which are 
among the first cells to cellularize during embryogenesis[73]. Pole cells migrate during 
gastrulation to the mid-gut and give rise to primordial germ cells of the developing larva. 
Aub is among the hand-full of piRNA pathway proteins that localize to the pole plasm 
(Figure 3B; Table 1). The enrichment of Aub at the pole plasm depends on arginine 
methylation that allows it to bind Tudor, which itself is anchored to the pole plasm by the 
PRMT5 methylosome complex and the body-patterning-associated factor, Oskar [68, 74-
79]. 
The accumulation of Aub at the pole plasm by a devoted mechanism (i.e., post-
translational sDMA modification) suggests that Aub is required for the biology of 
primordial germ cells.  Whether the role of Aub in primordial germ cells is solely 
palliative in destroying transposable element transcripts, as in the context of Ping-Pong, 
or whether its role in primordial germ cells serves a deeper purpose— one required for 
the establishment of the primordial gonad— remains to be understood. While an 
establishment of literature seems to uphold the idea that Piwi and Ago3 might also 
accumulate at the pole plasm, clear evidence regarding biochemical interactions of either 
Piwi or Ago3 with any pole plasm components is still lacking [13, 80]. 
Suppressor of Stellate is a specialized piRNA mechanism in Drosophila Testis 
Beyond transposon control, the piRNA pathway seems to have been adopted for 
alternative functions: Drosophila testes employ a unique piRNA pathway mechanism 
whose primary role is to provide “quality control” during spermatogenesis. The Stellate 
locus on chromosome X is comprised of a tandemly repeated gene that encodes a protein, 
Stellate, whose hyper-expression is responsible for the formation of large crystalline 
needle-like fibers that are toxic to the cell. Due to their high copy number, unchecked 
expression of Stellate kills primary spermatocytes and results in male sterility. The 
antidote to Stellate toxicity is provided by the Crystal locus on chromosome Y, which 
encodes another set of tandem repeats named Suppressor-of-Stellate (Su(Ste)) [81, 82]. 
Interestingly, the Su(Ste) gene shares 90% homology to Stellate and produces both sense 
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and antisense transcripts. The antisense transcript plays an integral role in silencing 
Stellate mRNA and the mechanism of silencing requires many of the same components 
as the piRNA pathway in ovaries.  
Repression of Stellate in testes requires Aub and Ago3, while Piwi appears to be 
dispensable [40, 81, 83, 84]. Additionally, the testes of mutants for piRNA pathway 
components SpnE, Qin, Armi, Tej, and Vret, also express Stellate and/or appear to have 
meiotic abnormalities [42, 67, 84-87]. The piRNA pathway in testes also directs TE 
repression through both Aub and Piwi, with Piwi being required for fertility in males [7, 
84]. It is unlikely that Ping-Pong plays a significant role in testis biology, since Ago3 
mutant males are semi-fertile (even though crystals of Stellate do accumulate within 
spermatocytes) and male germ stem cell maintenance is only partially defective [40, 88]. 
Many pathway components localize to perinuclear areas of spermatocytes forming 
piRNA nuage giant bodies, or piNG-bodies [88]. These components likely have a similar 
structure to nuage in ovary. 
The implied biological function of Stellate and Su(Ste) remains ambiguous. 
Certainly, this system does appear to ensure that spermatocytes develop with an intact 
piRNA pathway, in addition to preventing Y chromosome aneuploidy during 
spermatogenesis. Currently, a homologous “quality assurance” mechanism is not known 
to exist in the female germline of the fly, or in mouse. The existence of such alternative 
functions of the piRNA pathway raises the question whether it has unidentified functions 
in the germline or in other tissues. Although expression of the core components of the 
piRNA pathway— Piwi proteins— seems to be restricted to the germline, it can not be 
excluded that specified cells (e.g., a subset of cells in the brain) do express and employ 
the piRNA pathway for yet uncharacterized functions beyond transposon control. 
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FIGURES AND FIGURE LEGENDS 
 
Figure 1: The Domain Structure of Piwi-Clade Argonaute Proteins.  
(A) The domains of Piwi proteins are organized in a similar fashion to other Argonaute 
proteins, and are composed of the N-terminal region, PAZ (Piwi-Argonaute-Zwille), mid 
and PIWI domains. The N-terminal region consists of a notional domain that is 
characterized by arginine rich motifs that are targeted for methylation, and in the case of 
Piwi in flies and Miwi2 in mouse contains the NLS signal. (B) The organization of 
protein domains in space shows how the mid-domain anchors piRNA at its 5’ end and the 
PAZ domain holds the 3’ end of the piRNA. PIWI is the largest domain, and its catalytic 
site responsible for ‘slicer’ activity is positioned to cleave the backbone of annealed 
target RNA exactly 10 nt relative to the 5’ end of the piRNA.  
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Figure 2:  Biogenesis of piRNA in flies begins in the nucleus and initiates the ping-
ping cycle in the cytoplasm.  
(A) Precursor transcripts originating from piRNA clusters that contain anti-sense TE 
sequences are exported from the nucleus and processed into smaller fragments, possibly 
by the mitochondrial-associated endonuclease, Zucchini. (B) Aub binds precursor piRNA 
fragments with a preference for fragments that contain a 5’ terminal uracil (1U). Mature 
primary piRNA is generated when an unknown 3’->5’ exonuclease trims the precursor 
piRNA fragment bound to Aub and Hen1 catalyzes the 2-O methylation of the piRNA 3’ 
end. (C) When mRNA of active transposons is exported from the nucleus, Aub piRNA 
anneals to complementary sequences within the mRNA and cleaves the transcript. (D) 
The cleaved transcript is loaded into Ago3, followed by trimming and 2’ O-methylation 
of its 3’ end, to generate mature secondary piRNA. (E) Ago3 loaded with the secondary 
piRNA is believed to target and cleave newly generated precursor transcripts that are 
loaded into Aub to initiate a new round of Ping-Pong. 
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Figure 3: Many protein factors make up Nuage granules in Drosophila nurse cells and 
some accumulate at the pole plasm of the developing oocyte.  
(A) Nuage granules surround the nucleus of nurse cells and consist of many factors 
involved in the piRNA pathway. Nuage also shows close proximity to mitochondria, 
which contain piRNA pathway components (Zuc, GASZ) in their outer membrane. 
Nuage integrity depends on nuclear piRNA biogenesis factors (such as Rhi, Cuff, 
UAP56) and a number of nuage components of unknown function. Many nuage 
components contain Tudor domains, which are receptors for symmetrically di-methylated 
arginines (sDMA). These Tudor proteins are believed to form a scaffold for the factors 
involved in the pathway. Aub and Ago3 contain sDMA motifs at their N-terminal regions 
and can interact with Tudor proteins. The enzyme responsible for methylation, PRMT5, 
consisting of Capsuléen (Csul) and Valois (Vls), is also present in nuage and associates 
with Tudor. Some nuclear proteins, such as Piwi and Mael, are believed to transiently 
visit the nuage and this is required for their function [89, 90]. Known interactions are 
indicated. (B) At later stages of oogenesis, nurse cells deposit their cytoplasmic contents, 
including piRNA pathway components, into the oocyte. Some components, including 
sDMA-modified Aub, accumulate at the posterior end of oocytes to form the pole plasm. 
The material that accumulates at the pole plasm becomes the cytoplasmic material of pole 
cells, which give rise to primordial germ cells of the embryo. 
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Table 1: Proteins with identified roles in the Drosophila piRNA pathway.  
List of proteins and corresponding genes identified in the literature with functions 
associated with normal piRNA pathway function. Proteins are grouped into Piwi proteins, 
Nuclear factors, Cytoplasmic non-Tudor proteins, and Tudor proteins. Putative domains 
are listed for Drosophila and in parenthesis are domains corresponding to known 
homologs in mouse (M). Putative functions are based on findings presented in the 
referenced literature. The column listed ‘Mouse’ indicates the name of the homologous 
protein in mouse. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Piwi induces piRNA-guided transcriptional silencing  
and establishment of a repressive chromatin state 
 
This chapter was published in: 
Genes & Development 27, 390-399 (2013) 
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ABSTRACT 
In Drosophila, two Piwi proteins, Aubergine (Aub) and Argonaute-3 (Ago3), localize 
to perinuclear ‘nuage’ granules and use guide piRNAs to target and destroy 
transposable element transcripts. Using static and dynamic imaging of fluorophore-
tagged proteins in the Drosophila ovary, we show that Aub and Ago3 have distinct 
localization in nuage. We find that Aub and Ago3 are recruited to nuage by two 
different mechanisms. Aub requires a piRNA guide for recruitment to nuage, 
indicating that its localization depends on recognition of RNA targets. Ago3 
recruitment to nuage is independent of a piRNA cargo and relies on interaction with 
Krimper, a stable component of nuage that is able to aggregate in the absence of 
other nuage proteins. We show that Krimp interacts directly with both Aub and 
Ago3 to coordinate the assembly of the ping-pong piRNA processing (4P) complex. 
Our study reveals a multi-step process responsible for the assembly and function of 
nuage complexes in piRNA-guided transposon repression. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Small RNA pathways exist in many organisms and have multiple functions in 
sequence-specific regulation of gene expression. The three classes of small RNA are 
microRNA, short interfering RNA (siRNA), and Piwi-interacting RNA (piRNA). piRNA 
associate with Piwi clade Argonaute proteins and together repress the proliferation of 
transposable elements (TE) in the germline of sexually reproducing animals [81, 84]. In a 
Piwi-piRNA complex the small RNA is responsible for identification of target transcript 
and the Piwi protein fulfills the effector function [91, 92]. D. melanogaster has three Piwi 
proteins, Piwi, Aub, and Ago3, that share similar domain architectures with PAZ and Mid 
domains responsible for binding of guide piRNA, and a conserved DDH triad in the 
RNAse H-like fold of the Piwi domain required for endonuclease activity [93-96]. 
Despite their similarity, the three Piwi proteins work non-redundantly to repress 
transposons [40, 97-99]. Piwi localizes to the nucleus and is involved in transcriptional 
repression through installation of the repressive H3K9me3 chromatin mark on target loci 
[100-103]. In contrast to Piwi, both Aub and Ago3 are cytoplasmic and use their 
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endonuclease activity to cleave transcripts complementary to their piRNA guide [38, 39, 
99].  
In the cell Aub and Ago3 localize to a distinct subcellular compartment termed 
‘nuage’. Nuage surrounds the nucleus of nurse cells of the Drosophila ovary; however, it 
is not separated from the cytoplasm by a membrane [104, 105]. Germline granules 
similar to Drosophila nuage were first described more than 100 years ago [55, 56] and 
were the subject of multiple light and electron microscopy studies that showed that they 
are present in germ cells of almost all Metazoa [104]. However, the molecular function of 
nuage remained rather obscure. The recent finding that in addition to Aub and Ago3, 
many proteins involved in piRNA silencing, such as Vasa, Tejas, Kumo/Qin, Spindle-E, 
Krimper, Maelstrom, and Tudor, are localized in nuage, suggesting that nuage is a 
cellular compartment responsible for piRNA biogenesis and TE repression [20, 41-43, 66, 
75, 106-109]. Nuage might be a location where mRNAs exiting the nucleus are scanned 
through a quality control process before they can pass to the cytoplasm and access 
ribosomes for translation. Despite the progress in understanding the composition of nuage, 
the role that nuage assembly plays in piRNA repression remained unknown. 
Although Aub and Ago3 have very similar domain organization and subcellular 
localization, the two proteins play non-redundant roles in the repression of the same sets 
of transposons in germ cells [38, 40, 99]. Analysis of piRNAs associated with each 
protein revealed the basis for the unique functions of Aub and Ago3. While Aub-bound 
piRNA are predominantly antisense to TE sequences, Ago3-bound piRNAs are 
predominantly in sense orientation and therefore cannot be involved in repression directly 
[38, 40, 42, 99]. These and other results lead to the proposal of the so-called ping-pong 
model, which suggests an intimate relationship between Aub and Ago3 with cleavage 
products generated by one protein passed to the other [38, 99]. Specifically, cleavage of 
transposon mRNAs by Aub creates the 5’ end of new secondary piRNAs that are loaded 
into Ago3 [38, 40, 99]. Similarly, target cleavage by Ago3 can lead to loading of new 
antisense piRNAs into Aub, leading to amplification of piRNAs that target active TEs 
[39]. The Ping-pong model has very strong support from analysis of piRNA sequences in 
Aub and Ago3 complexes; however, the molecular mechanism describing individual 
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steps of ping-pong processing and the protein complexes involved in these steps remain 
unknown. 
Using static and dynamic imaging, we found that Aub and Ago3 have different 
localization within nuage. Furthermore, we revealed that Aub and Ago3 are recruited to 
nuage through two different mechanisms. Ago3 is recruited to nuage through direct 
interaction with Krimper, a stable component of nuage granules that is able to form 
granules in the absence of other nuage components. Furthermore, Krimp coordinates 
assembly of the ping-pong piRNA processing (4P) complex, by directly interacting with 
both Ago3 and Aub. Together, our results lead to a model that explains nuage assembly 
in the context of the piRNA pathway and reveals molecular details of Aub and Ago3 
interaction during ping-pong.  
 
RESULTS 
Aub and Ago3 have distinct perinuclear localizations in nuage 
Aub and Ago3 are central components of the cytoplasmic piRNA pathway. Both 
proteins are non-redundantly required for repression of TEs [20, 40, 110]. Analysis of the 
piRNA sequences associated with Aub and Ago3 lead to the ping-pong model, which 
proposes that the RNA produced by Aub-dependent cleavage is transferred into unloaded 
Ago3 protein. However, the molecular mechanism of this transfer remains unknown. We 
wanted to understand the role that Aub and Ago3 play in the piRNA pathway and the 
mechanism of their interaction. We started by examining the subcellular localization of 
Aub and Ago3 in nurse cells of Drosophila ovaries. 
Previous studies that examined the subcellular localization of Aub and Ago3 proteins 
using immunofluorescence microscopy led to the conclusion that both proteins are co-
localized to the same subcellular compartment, perinuclear nuage granules [20, 38, 40, 99, 
111]. To precisely characterize the subcellular localization of Aub and Ago3 we decided 
to image these proteins fused to fluorescent protein tags. We generated transgenic flies 
expressing Aub and Ago3 fused to GFP, and the red fluorescent protein, mKate2, and 
drove their expression in germ cells of fly ovary using the Maternal a-Tubulin 67C 
(MaG4) driver [112] (Figure 1A). Tagged Aub and Ago3 are associated with piRNAs 
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(Figure 2A) and the profile of piRNA associated with tagged proteins was identical to 
those associated with endogenous proteins (data not shown). We also expressed GFP-
tagged Aub under the control of its native regulatory region: this transgene rescues the 
sterility of aubHN/QC mutant females, indicating that it is fully functional. Importantly, we 
found that the subcellular localizations of GFP-Aub driven by the MaG4 driver or its 
native regulatory regions were identical in nuage and in the pole plasm, indicating that 
Aub localization is not affected by its overexpression when expressed by the driver 
(Supplemental Figure 1A). Therefore, GFP-tagged Aub and Ago3 provide us with a tool 
to investigate their subcellular localization with exceptional quality that is not possible 
with immunofluorescence methods.  
Consistent with previous reports, fluorescently tagged Aub and Ago3 localize to the 
nuage compartment in the perinuclear region of the nurse cell cytoplasm. However, we 
observed important differences in the localization of Aub and Ago3 that were not noticed 
in previous studies. First, unlike Ago3, Aub also exhibits a diffused cytoplasmic 
localization. Indeed, quantification of the signals originating from the perinuclear nuage 
and the cytoplasm revealed that Ago3 is more enriched in nuage compared to Aub 
(Figure 1C). Second, we found that localization of the two proteins within nuage is 
different. Aub localizes around the nucleus as a smooth continuous layer with some 
regions of higher density. The localization of Ago3 is more punctate with the protein 
concentrated in several distinct granules surrounding the nucleus. Simultaneous imaging 
of both proteins tagged with different fluorophores showed that Ago3 granules have high 
concentrations of Aub protein. Conversely, nuage regions with a significant concentration 
of Aub might have very low Ago3 protein levels (Figure 1B). To check if fluorophore 
tags affect our observations, we reversed the orientation of fluorescent tags on Aub and 
Ago3 and observed the same characteristic localizations of Aub and Ago3 (Supplemental 
Figure S1B). These results indicate that Aub and Ago3 have distinct localization patterns 
in nuage, with Aub being distributed more uniformly and Ago3 being concentrated to 
granules that also contain Aub.  
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Aub, but not Ago3 requires a piRNA guide for localization to nuage 
The distinct localization patterns of Aub and Ago3 in nuage suggested that different 
mechanisms recruit each protein to this subcellular compartment. Both Aub and Ago3 are 
loaded with piRNAs that recognize complementary RNA molecules. We decided to test 
if recognition of complementary RNA targets, which was proposed to occur in nuage, is 
required for recruitment of Aub and Ago3 to this compartment [20, 63]. Argonaute 
proteins lacking small RNA guides are not able to recognize complementary targets. To 
test the role of target recognition in the localization of Aub and Ago3, we generated 
transgenic flies that express mutant proteins (Aub-YK and Ago3-YK), which are unable 
to bind piRNAs due to point mutations in the conserved Y-K-K motif of the 5’ piRNA 
binding pocket [94, 113, 114]. Purification and labeling of RNA associated with Aub-YK 
and Ago3-YK showed that they indeed do not associate with piRNAs (Figure 2A,B). We 
found that piRNA-deficient Aub was completely delocalized from nuage and was instead 
dispersed throughout the cytoplasm (Figure 2C). Surprisingly, localization of piRNA-
deficient Ago3-YK in nuage was unperturbed. These results indicate that the mechanism 
of Ago3 recruitment to nuage is different from that of Aub and does not require piRNA 
or interaction with target RNA molecules. 
To further understand the role of piRNA guides in Ago3 recruitment to nuage we 
used Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching (FRAP) to study the dynamics of 
wild-type and piRNA-deficient Ago3 in nuage. Perinuclear GFP-Ago3 granules were 
photo-bleached and the recovery of fluorescence signal was measured by time-lapse 
imaging. Analysis of fluorescence recovery allowed us to determine the mobile fraction 
of Ago3 in nuage, or percentage of protein that is free to exchange. GFP-Ago3 is 
dynamic in nuage with the mobile fraction being 40.9 ± 1.8%. The absence of a piRNA 
guide significantly decreases the mobile fraction of Ago3-YK to 25.2 ± 1.5% (Figure 2D, 
Supplemental Figure S2). This result indicates that association with piRNA enhances the 
mobility of Ago3 protein to exchange between nuage and cytoplasm. Therefore, the 
mechanisms of Aub and Ago3 recruitment to nuage seem to be completely opposite: Aub 
requires association with piRNA, while piRNA is dispensable for Ago3 localization. In 
contrast to Aub, which loses its nuage localization when devoid of piRNAs, Ago3 is 
becoming more restrained in nuage in the absence of a piRNA guide.  
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Ago3 is recruited to nuage by Krimper 
The recruitment of Ago3 to nuage does not require a piRNA guide, so we sought to 
understand an alternative mechanism that might be guiding its recruitment. We reasoned 
that an interaction with one or several proteins known to localize in nuage might recruit 
Ago3 [20, 42, 60, 66, 106, 107, 115-117]. Since we found that Aub and Ago3 have 
distinct localization patterns in nuage, we examined the localization of other known 
nuage proteins using fluorescent protein tags (Figure 3A). Vasa and Tudor, two well-
characterized nuage components, had smooth nuage localization similar to that of Aub. In 
contrast, a few other proteins, such as Krimp and Qin/Kumo, had more granular pattern 
that resembled the Ago3 distribution. We reasoned that these proteins might be 
responsible for the recruitment of Ago3 to nuage. 
To test the role of candidate proteins in Ago3 recruitment to nuage we monitored 
localization of Ago3 and Aub after knocking down of Vasa, Tejas, Spindle-E, Krimper, 
and Tudor in germ cells. We verified the efficiency of each knock-down using two 
independent methods (for details see Materials and Methods). Among the proteins we 
targeted for depletion, only depletion of Krimp affected the localization of Ago3 but not 
that of Aub (Figure 3B). Krimp depletion caused mislocalization of Ago3 from 
perinuclear nuage and a decrease in Ago3 protein level that is particularly apparent in 
later stages of oogenesis. Importantly, Aub localization is not affected by Krimp 
depletion, supporting the conclusion that Aub and Ago3 are recruited to nuage through 
two different mechanisms.  
Krimp was shown to be involved in piRNA-mediated repression of TEs; however, its 
biochemical function remained unknown [20, 66, 86, 117]. To test if Krimp is directly 
responsible for recruitment of Ago3 into nuage we used S2 cells that do not express 
Krimp, Aub and Ago3, nor the majority of other nuage components. First, we expressed 
each protein tagged with GFP in S2 cells and monitored their subcellular localization. In 
contrast to germ cells, Ago3 had a uniform cytoplasmic localization in S2 cells, 
indicating that it is not capable of forming granules in the absence of other nuage 
components or piRNA (Figure 3C). Conversely, Krimp forms prominent cytoplasmic 
granules when expressed in S2 cells, indicating that it is able to form granules 
independently of other nuage proteins and a functional piRNA pathway. It should be 
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noted that Krimp granules observed in S2 cells are randomly distributed in the cytoplasm 
and not perinuclear; therefore, they are distinct from genuine nuage formed in nurse cells 
of the ovary. Importantly, co-expression of Krimp with Ago3 in S2 cells sequesters Ago3 
into Krimp cytoplasmic granules (Figure 3C). This result, together with the Krimp 
depletion experiments described above, demonstrate that Krimp is both necessary and 
sufficient for assembly of cytoplasmic granules and is able to recruit Ago3 into these 
compartments.     
To further understand the role of Krimp in the formation of nuage we measured the 
mobility of Krimp using FRAP and compare it to the mobility of other nuage components. 
These experiments show that Krimp protein is extremely stable in nuage granules with 
only 8.1% ± 2.2% of the protein being mobile (Figure 3D). In contrast to Krimp, the 
mobile fractions of other tested proteins, Aub, Ago3, Tud, Tej, and Spn-E, exceeded 40%. 
This result indicates that Krimper can be considered as a structural component of nuage 
granules. Together our experiments implicate Krimp as a stable component of nuage that 
is required for recruitment of Ago3 into this subcellular compartment. 
 
Tudor domains of Krimp bind the N-terminal region of Ago3 
The ability of Krimp to form granules in S2 cells suggested that it is able to 
multimerize. Using co-immunoprecipitation of the Krimp protein tagged with two 
different tags we found that it is capable of forming dimeric or multimeric complexes 
(Figure 4A). When co-expressed with full length Krimp, the N-terminal fragment of 
Krimp (aa 1-310), which lacks any characterized domains, co-purified and co-localized in 
granules with full-length Krimp, indicating that this region is required for Krimp–Krimp 
interaction and granule formation (Figure 4A, Supplemental Figure S3).   
The ability of Krimp to recruit Ago3 to granules suggests that the two proteins might 
interact. We examined Ago3 interactions with Krimp and other components of the 
piRNA pathway by co-immunoprecipitations of tagged proteins from Drosophila ovaries. 
We found that Krimp co-purifies with Ago3, while several other nuage components, Spn-
E, Mael, Qin, and Vasa, did not co-purify with Ago3 under the same conditions (Figure. 
4B, Supplemental Figure S4A). We also found that Krimp interacts with Ago3 when 
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tagged proteins are transiently expressed in Drosophila S2 cells. This result suggests 
direct interaction between the two proteins, since S2 cells do not express the majority of 
piRNA pathway components. To further dissect the interaction between Krimp and Ago3 
we mapped the interaction domains on both proteins using co-immunoprecipitation in S2 
cells.  The C-terminal portion of Krimp contains two putative Tudor domains. Krimp 
fragments that contained at least one of the two Tudor domains are able to interact with 
Ago3 (Figure 4C). In contrast, the N-terminal fragment of Krimp involved in its 
multimerization is not necessary for interaction with Ago3.  
Next, we identified the region of Ago3 that interacts with Krimp. Piwi proteins 
contain PIWI, PAZ, and Mid domains responsible for target cleavage and binding of the 
3’ and 5’ end of piRNA, respectively [93, 94, 96, 118]. Upstream of the PAZ domain is 
the N-terminal region of the protein for which the structure is not known. We found that 
Ago3 interacts with Krimp through its N-terminal fragment since the first 296 amino 
acids of Ago3 are sufficient for Krimp interaction (Figure 4D). The N-terminal fragment 
of Ago3 is recruited to Krimp granules when co-expressed with full length Krimp in S2 
cells supporting that this fragment mediates Krimp-Ago3 interaction (Supplemental 
Figure S4B). Overall, we show that Krimp is able to aggregate through its N-terminal 
region, while its Tudor domains are responsible for binding the N-terminal region of 
Ago3. 
To determine if Ago3 that is associated with Krimp is loaded with piRNAs we 
labeled small RNA isolated from Krimper-Ago3 complexes purified from ovaries. While 
piRNA can be easily detected in total Ago3 immunopurified from ovarian lysate, similar 
levels of Ago3 protein from Krimper immunoprecipitation were devoid of piRNA, 
indicating that Ago3 associates with Krimp in its unloaded state (Figure 4E). In contrast 
to Aub, the Ago3 mutant deficient in piRNA binding (Ago3-YK) still localizes to nuage 
(Figure 2C), further supporting the idea that piRNA loading is not required for interaction 
between Krimp and Ago3. Together our results suggest that Krimp-Ago3 complex is free 
of piRNA and loading of piRNA into Ago3 might lead to dissociation of the two proteins. 
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Krimp mediates formation of a complex between Aub and Ago3 and is essential for 
ping-pong piRNA biogenesis 
The ping-pong model proposes an interaction between Aub and Ago3 proteins, as the 
Aub-piRNA produces RNA substrate for loading into to Ago3 [38, 91, 99]. As Krimp 
recruits Ago3 to nuage, we tested if it also interacts with Aub. First we monitored the 
subcellular localization of Krimp and Ago3 upon the depletion of Aub in nurse cells and 
found that Aub depletion resulted in delocalization of both Ago3 and Krimp from 
perinuclear nuage (Figure 3B). Importantly, despite delocalization from the nuclear 
periphery, Ago3 and Krimp co-localize in distinct granules in Aub-deficient cells. This is 
in contrast to the complete dispersion of Ago3 from granules observed upon Krimp 
depletion. These results suggest that Krimp is a primary component required for Ago3 
recruitment to the granules, while Aub is necessary for attachment of Krimp/Ago3 
granules to the nuclear periphery. In agreement with previous reports, we found that 
depletion of Ago3 did not affect Aub localization to nuage (Figure 3B) [20, 40, 117]. 
Taken together our results indicate that Aub functions upstream of Krimp/Ago3 and is 
necessary for proper recruitment of both proteins to nuage, but not for formation of 
granules, per se. 
Next, we tested if a physical interaction between Aub and Krimp might underlie the 
observed genetic interactions. Co-immunoprecipitations of tagged Aub and Krimp 
showed that they interact when expressed in Drosophila ovary and S2 cells (Figure 5A, 
B). We further dissected the domains responsible for the interaction between each protein. 
Similar to the interaction between Krimp and Ago3, the N-terminal fragment of Aub 
interacts with the Tudor domains of Krimp (Figure 5B, C).  
Our data show that Krimp is able to interact with both Ago3 and Aub using its Tudor 
domains (Figure 4C, 5B), while its N-terminal domain is responsible for aggregation 
(Figure 4A). Therefore, Krimp should be able to mediate formation of a 
Aub/Krimp/Krimp/Ago3 complex that puts Aub and Ago3 in close physical proximity. 
To test the ability of Krimp to mediate Aub and Ago3 interaction we co-expressed 
fluorescently tagged Aub and Ago3 in S2 cells. In the absence of Krimp, both Aub and 
Ago3 were dispersed in the cytoplasm; however, co-expression of Krimp led to 
recruitment of both Aub and Ago3 into distinct cytoplasmic granules (Figure 6A).  
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Therefore, Krimp is sufficient to mediate the co-localization and physical proximity 
between Aub and Ago3. To directly test if Krimp forms a complex that contain both Aub 
and Ago3 simultaneously we employed sequential immunoprecipitation (Figure 6B). 
First, Aub complexes were immunopurified from ovarian lysate of transgenic flies that 
expressed tagged Aub and Krimp proteins. After elution of Aub complexes, they were 
subjected to another purification step to recover complexes that contain Krimp. Western 
blotting revealed the presence of Ago3 protein in Aub-Krimp complexes, indicating that 
the triple complex containing all three proteins does indeed exist. 
Taken together, our data suggest that Krimp mediates interactions between Aub and 
Ago3 that are necessary for the formation of an Aub/Ago3 complex. This complex, 
which contains both Aub and Ago3, could be essential for a key step of the ping-pong 
piRNA amplification process: loading of Ago3 with RNA produced by Aub-induced 
cleavage. If Krimp indeed plays this role, its deficiency should disrupt ping-pong piRNA 
processing. To test the effect of Krimp deficiency on the ping-pong cycle, we analyzed 
published piRNA profiles of Krimp, Ago3, Aub, and Piwi mutants [20, 40]. We 
monitored the output of ping-pong processing using two different tests. The first test 
measures the fraction of secondary piRNAs (determined by the presence of adenine 
residue at position 10 and the absence of uridine residue at position one) among all 
piRNA. The second test determines the fraction of piRNAs found in ping-pong pairs 
(Figure 6D) (for details see Materials & Methods). As expected from previous studies, 
Piwi mutation lead to large decrease in piRNA levels, but it did not have a significant 
effect on ping-pong processing as measured by these two tests (Figure 6D). In contrast to 
Piwi, deficiency in Aub completely disrupted ping-pong processing. Compared to Aub, 
Ago3 mutation had a relatively mild effect on ping-pong: in fact, the fraction of 
secondary piRNA and piRNA engaged in ping-pong pairs remains mostly unperturbed in 
Ago3 mutants. This result closely matches a previously published conclusion that 
heterotypic ping-pong between Aub and Ago3 observed in wild-type flies is replaced by 
homotypic Aub-Aub ping-pong in Ago3 mutants [40, 42]. Similar to the three Piwi 
mutants, Krimp mutant showed severe defects in its piRNA profile with a large reduction 
in the amount of piRNA against multiple TE families. Interestingly, our analysis shows 
that Krimp deficiency has essentially eliminated Ping-pong processing, as measured by a 
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decrease in the fraction of secondary piRNA and the fraction of piRNA present in ping-
pong pairs. Indeed, the effect of Krimp deficiency on ping-pong processing was similar 
to that observed for Aub mutant and significantly stronger than the effect of Ago3 
deficiency. This result suggests that Krimp is indeed required for ping-pong amplification. 
Furthermore, the function of Krimp is not restricted to heterotypic Aub-Ago3 ping-pong, 
but is also required for homotypic Aub/Aub ping-pong. Overall, the analysis of piRNA 
profiles supports the central role of Krimp in ping-pong amplification. Therefore, we 
propose to name the complex that includes Krimp, Aub, and Ago3 proteins as the Ping-
pong piRNA processing (4P) complex (Figure 7). 
 
DISCUSSION 
Krimper assembles Ago3 / Aub complexes for ping-pong processing 
The interaction between Aub and Ago3 lies at the heart of the ping-pong piRNA 
processing model. This model was proposed based on the analysis of piRNA sequences 
residing in each Piwi protein complex [38, 99]. However, the molecular mechanism of 
how Aub and Ago3 interact to execute ping-pong remained poorly understood. The first 
step of the ping-pong cycle is cleavage of TE transcripts by the Aub/piRNA complex, 
which generates an RNA substrate that is next loaded into Ago3 to form a secondary 
piRNA. To achieve this, Aub and Ago3 might form a complex to facilitate the transfer of 
cleaved RNA from Aub to Ago3. Alternatively, intermediate protein(s) might transfer 
RNA after cleavage from Aub to Ago3. No direct association between Aub and Ago3 
was ever reported, suggesting that if Aub and Ago3 ever form a complex, this interaction 
is likely transient and mediated by other protein(s).   
Genetic studies identified several genes implicated in the ping-pong process; 
however, the molecular function of these proteins largely remained unknown [20, 42, 60, 
66, 106, 109, 115-117]. Considering the large number of proteins involved in the ping-
pong process, it is important to discriminate components that promote physical 
interactions between Aub and Ago3 from proteins working in other steps of this pathway. 
What criteria does a protein need to fulfill in order to promote the assembly of the ping-
pong amplification complex? First, this protein has to directly interact with both Aub and 
Ago3. Second, it must be able to form a complex that contains Aub and Ago3 
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simultaneously. In this complex, Aub and Ago3 must be in a state that is compatible with 
progression of the ping-pong cycle (i.e., if Aub is loaded with piRNA then Ago should be 
unloaded). Third, mutation of the corresponding gene should lead to disruption of ping-
pong piRNA processing. On a cellular level the protein is expected to colocalize with 
both Aub and Ago3. Finally, it might be expected to be a stable component of nuage that 
is capable of recruiting one or both Piwi proteins to this compartment. 
According to our results, Krimp fulfills all the criteria for a factor that promotes the 
assembly of the ping-pong piRNA processing (4P) complex. Indeed, Krimp directly 
interacts with both Aub and Ago3. Due to the ability of Krimp to aggregate, Krimp 
dimers can interact with Aub and Ago3 at the same time, allowing for the formation of a 
Aub/Krimp/Krimp/Ago3 complex. Ago3 associates with Krimp in its unloaded form, 
indicating that it exists in a state ready to receive a substrate from Aub cleavage. Krimp 
mutation disrupts heterotypic (Aub-Ago3) and homotypic (Aub-Aub) ping-pong. Krimp 
co-localizes with both Aub and Ago3 and has low mobility in nuage, indicating it is a 
structural component of nuage. Finally, Krimp is also able to form granules by itself in 
the absence of other nuage proteins and is necessary and sufficient to recruit Aub and 
Ago3 to these granules. Overall, our data indicate that Krimp is a stable component of 
nuage that recruits unloaded Ago3 into this cellular compartment. Krimp interacting with 
Aub assembles the 4P complex that coordinates the passage of cleaved RNA fragments 
from Aub to unloaded Ago3, defining the essential step in the ping-pong cycle (Figure 7).  
Vasa was recently proposed to coordinate the assembly of the ping-pong (Amplifier) 
complex [43]. However, according to published data Vasa does not fulfill most criteria 
required for a protein that is directly responsible for the assembly of such complex, while 
other criteria have not been tested. Interaction between Vasa and Ago3 was only detected 
in the context of a point mutant of Vasa that lacks the RNA helicase function, suggesting 
that this interaction is normally very transient. More importantly, the association of Vasa 
with the second ping-pong partner, Siwi (the silkworm homolog of Aub), appears indirect 
and mediated by a RNA molecule. This implies that Vasa is not involved in direct 
assembly of the complex containing both Aub and Ago3. Furthermore, the functional 
significance of the Vasa-Ago3 interaction for ping-pong processing was not tested and its 
ability to recruit either Piwi protein to nuage was not addressed. All these results argue 
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against Vasa as a component that coordinates the assembly of a 4P (Amplifier) complex. 
It is likely that ping-pong piRNA processing consists of many consecutive steps and 
mutation in components might lead to failure of the complex to progress to the next step. 
This would result in an arrested complex that identifies important intermediate of the 
pathway; however, it does not indicate that the mutated component coordinates the 
assembly of the complex. In fact, it might be doing exactly the opposite by coordinating 
the disassembly of the transient complex to allow progression towards the next 
processing step. It is very well possible that Vasa plays such a role in ping-pong 
processing; for example, as an RNA helicase it might be required for unwinding piRNA 
and its target RNA substrate after cleavage by Aub.  
Another protein that was reported to be involved in the interaction between Aub and 
Ago3, Qin/Kumo better fulfills criteria for a component that is responsible for assembly 
of the ping-pong complex [42]. Indeed, mutation of Qin prevents the formation of a 
complex that contains Aub and Ago3 and also disrupts ping-pong processing. In the 
future, it will be important to determine if Krimp and Qin cooperate to promote the 
assembly of the ping-pong complex or work in two parallel pathways. 
 
A model for nuage assembly and function in the piRNA pathway 
Previous studies showed that the two central components of the cytoplasmic 
piRNA pathway, Aub and Ago3, along with several other proteins that are required for 
piRNA repression, are localized to a distinct subcellular compartment, perinuclear nuage 
granules. Furthermore, several mutations that disrupt nuage also cause failure in piRNA 
biogenesis and derepression of TEs. These observations led to the hypothesis that nuage 
is the subcellular compartment, where piRNA processing, target recognition, and 
repression take place, although this was never explicitly shown. Our results show that 
nuage is not one homogeneous compartment, but can be further subdivided into two 
structurally and functionally different sub-compartments, one containing Aub alone and 
another where Aub and Ago3 co-localize and likely interact. Aub covers the entire 
nuclear periphery, the compartment we call Aub-nuage, while Ago3 localizes to a few 
distinct granules embedded in the smooth Aub-nuage. This sub-compartmentalization of 
components in RNP granules seems to be a conserved feature of the piRNA pathway 
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between flies and mammals [119-121]. The distinct localization of Aub and Ago3 in 
nuage correlates with their different functions in the piRNA pathway. 
The mechanism of nuage assembly and recruitment of Piwi proteins to this 
structure remained unknown. Surprisingly we found that Aub and Ago3 are recruited to 
nuage through different molecular mechanisms. Our data suggest that the main factor 
determining Aub localization to nuage is its ability to bind piRNA. Indeed, an Aub 
mutant that is not loaded with piRNA is completely delocalized from nuage and instead is 
diffused in the cytoplasm. This effect helps to explain the results of previous studies, 
which found that deficiencies in Rhino (Rhi), UAP56, and Cutoff (Cuff) cause 
delocalization of Aub from nuage [63-65]. Rhi, Cuff, and UAP56 are nuclear, precluding 
their direct interaction with Aub in the cytoplasm; however, as they are required for early 
steps of piRNA biogenesis, Aub remains unloaded and therefore mislocalizes in these 
mutants. The strong dependence of Aub localization on piRNA binding suggests that 
recognition of target RNA molecules might tether Aub in the perinuclear compartment. 
Alternatively, binding of piRNA might lead to conformational changes in Aub that 
promote its interaction with other proteins in nuage. Aub is responsible for cleavage of 
transposon transcripts, and to efficiently achieve this goal Aub must scan all RNA 
transcripts exiting the nucleus for complementarity to its piRNA guide. That explains 
why the smooth Aub-nuage surrounds the entire nucleus. Observed shuttling of Aub 
between nuage and a free cytoplasmic pool could allow Aub loaded with different 
piRNAs to access the nuage and scan newly exported RNAs for transposon targets. 
Overall, we propose that smooth Aub nuage is a compartment where cleavage of TE 
transcripts by the Aub/piRNA complex takes place. It is important to note that this step 
by itself should be sufficient to repress TE without the need of the ping-pong mechanism.  
The function of the ping-pong cycle was proposed to adjust the population of 
piRNA to better target active transposable elements [91]. The majority of Aub molecules 
might not be involved in ping-pong interactions with Ago3, but instead dissociate from 
nuage after successful cleavage of targets, TE transcripts. However, some Aub complexes 
proceed to assemble a complex with Ago3 to form Aub-Ago3 nuage granules that occupy 
a territory distinct from Aub-nuage. Contrary to Aub, binding of piRNA is dispensable 
for recruitment of Ago3 to nuage (Figure 2C). Instead, our results suggest that Krimp 
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protein orchestrates recruitment of Ago3 to nuage and its subsequent interaction with 
Aub to form 4P complex (Figure 7). We identified Krimp as the most stable component 
of nuage among several proteins we tested (Figure 3D). Furthermore, Krimp can 
aggregate in vitro and form granules when expressed in non-germline S2 cells, indicating 
that it might be both necessary and sufficient for recruitment of Ago3 (Figure 5C). 
Assembly of the Aub/Krimp/Ago3 4P complex provides an opportunity for the ping-pong 
cycle to take effect. Importantly, Ago3 in complex with Krimp is devoid of piRNA cargo 
(Figure 4E). In light of the ping-pong model, Krimp recruits empty Ago3 to nuage in 
anticipation of Ago3 receiving the RNA that results from Aub target cleavage. Thus, in 
contrast to smooth Aub-nuage, the function of the distinct Ago3/Aub granules is to 
provide a subcellular compartment for ping-pong piRNA processing by tethering all 
players in one place. Overall, our data can be integrated into a dynamic model that 
explains the existence of two distinct nuage compartments, the forces that drive 
recruitment of Piwi proteins to nuage and the function of Aub and Ago3 at the different 
steps of the piRNA pathway (Figure 7).  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Fly Stocks 
Short hairpin RNA (shRNA) lines used for knockdown including sh-White (BDSC 
#33623), sh-Aub (BDSC #33728), sh-Ago3 (BDSC #35232), and sh-Krimp 
(BDSC#37230), in addition to maternal alpha-Tubulin 67C-Gal4 drivers on chromosome 
two (BDSC #7062) or chromosome three (BDSC #7063) were purchased from the 
Bloomington Stock Center. The LacZ-Burdock sensor line was obtained from Dr. J. 
Brennecke. The Qin-GFP and UASP-FM-Qin flies were obtained from Dr. P. Zamore 
and Z. Zhang. The HA-Tud fly was obtained from Dr. R. Lehmann and Dr. A Arkov. 
Two criteria were tested to ensure the efficacy of the knockdown by small hairpin (sh) 
induced RNAi. First, expression of the shRNA must knock down expression of the 
corresponding GFP-tagged protein target (Supplemental Figure 6A). Second, it should 
de-repress a piRNA silencing reporter that contains piRNA target site embedded in the 3’ 
UTR of LacZ (Supplemental Figure 6B) [122]. 
Generation of Transgenic Fly Lines 
Transgenic protein constructs for injection were generated using the Gateway cloning 
system (Life Technologies). Genes were obtained by PCR of template cDNA taken from 
ovaries or testes of adult Drosophila melanogaster, Oregon R strain. Point mutations 
were engineered by overlap PCR and inserted in the pENTR-D-TOPO directional cloning 
vector (Life Technologies). Transgenes were cloned into the pUASP-Gateway-phiC31 fly 
injection vector derived from pCasPeR5-phiC31 vector containing GFP, mKate2, or 
Strep-FLAG tags.  All transgenes created for this manuscript contain N-terminal tags, 
with the exception of SpnE and Zuc transgenes, which were C-terminally tagged. The 
expression of each transgene was controlled using the yeast upstream activation sequence 
promoter (UASp) stably crossed with a maternal a-Tubulin67c-Gal4-VP16 (MaG4) 
driver, which showed strong expression in nurse cells starting at stages 2-4 of oogenesis 
onwards to the oocyte (Supplemental Figure 1A). Transgenes were generated in flies by 
PhiC31-mediated transformation (BestGene) using PhiC31 landing pads on either 
chromosome two (BDSC #9736) or chromosome three (BDSC #9750).  
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The GFP-Aub BAC line was generated by cloning of the aub genomic locus from the 
BAC clone BACN04M10 into the pCasPeR4 vector using restriction sites XhoI and SpeI. 
Bacterial recombineering (Gene Bridges Counter Selection kit) was used to insert an in-
frame GFP tag in the start site of Aub. 
Cell Culture, Co-immunoprecipitation, & Western Blots: 
Schneider S2 cells were cultured in complete Schneider medium (10% heat inactivated 
FBS; 100 units of penicillin [Life technologies]; 100µg streptomycin [Life technologies]). 
Plasmids were generated using Gateway cloning technologies (Life technologies) using 
the Drosophila Gateway Vector Collection (DGVC) destination vectors, pAGW for GFP 
and pAFW for 3xFLAG tags expressed by the Actin5C promoter. Cells were transfected 
using TransIT-LT1 transfection reagent (Mirus biosciences) according to protocol but 
with 3.0µg of total plasmid, with 1.5 µg of each plasmid DNA containing 3xFLAG or 
GFP-tagged genes for double transfections, or 1.0 µg of each plasmid DNA for triple 
transfections. 
For co-immunoprecipitation of proteins expressed in S2 cells, one well of a six-well 
tissue culture plate of transfected S2 cells were mechanically lysed in 150µL S2 Lysis 
buffer (20mM Tris at pH7.4, 150 KCl, 0.1% Tween-20, 0.1% Igepal, EDTA-free 
Complete Protease Inhibitor Cocktail [Roche]) and incubated for 20 minutes on ice in the 
presence of 100µg/mL RNAse A. Supernatant was cleared by centrifugation at 4,000 x g 
for 10 minutes at 4°C. Input sample was collected from the supernatant at concentrations 
of 1-3 µg/µL. Anti-FLAG M2 beads (Sigma Aldrich) were blocked in 5mg/ml BSA for 
10 minutes at 4°C, followed by washing in S2 lysis buffer. Beads were added to the 
supernatant and rotated at 4°C for 90 minutes. Beads were washed three times in PBS + 
0.05% Tween-20 and eluted by boiling in reducing SDS loading buffer. 
For co-immunoprecipitation of proteins from fly ovaries, 50 pairs of ovaries were taken 
from yeast-fed flies and lysed in 300µL NT2 buffer (50mM Tris at pH 7.4, 150 NaCl, 
1mM MgCl2, 0.05% Igepal [NP-40], and one EDTA-free Complete Protease Inhibitor 
Cocktail tablet [Roche] per 10 mL). Supernatant was cleared by centrifugation at 4,000 x 
g for 10 minutes at 4°C. Input sample was collected from the supernatant, followed by 
splitting the sample into two aliquots treated with or without 100µg/mL RNAse A for 10 
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minutes at 25°C. Anti-FLAG M2 beads (Sigma Aldrich) were blocked in 5 mg/ml BSA 
for 10 minutes at 4°C, followed by washing in NT2 buffer. Beads were added to the 
supernatant and rotated at 4°C for 90 minutes. Unbound fraction was collected for 
analysis and beads were washed three times for 5 minutes in 300µL NT2 buffer, and 
eluted by boiling in reducing SDS loading buffer, followed by running one third of the IP 
material on an 8% SDS-PAAG. Western Blots were probed with rabbit anti-GFP 
(Covance), mouse anti-GFP clone B-2 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology), or anti-FLAG M2 
(Sigma Aldrich) antibody at 1:3,000 concentration. Anti-Vasa antibody was generously 
provided by Dr. Paul Lasko and anti-Krimper rabbit polyclonal antibody was generously 
provided by Dr. Toshie Kai.  Both antibodies were used at a concentration of 1:20,000 
Microscopy 
Ovaries were fixed in 4% PFA in PBS for 20 minutes, permeabilized in 1% Triton-X100 
in PBS, and DAPI stained (Sigma-Aldrich). Ovaries were washed in PBS and mounted in 
Vectashield medium (Vector Labs). S2 cells were allowed to settle on coverslips treated 
with Poly-L-Lysine (Sigma-Aldrich). After gentle washing, cells were fixed in 0.5% PFA 
in PBS for 20 minutes followed by staining with DAPI (Sigma-Aldrich), washed, and 
mounted in Vectashield medium (Vector Labs). Images were captured using an 
AxioImager microscope; an Apotome structured illumination system was used for optical 
sections (Carl Zeiss). 
Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching (FRAP) 
For each construct, at minimum 20 independent FRAP experiments were performed 
using ovaries expressing a single GFP-tagged transgene under the MaG4 driver. FRAP 
experiments were captured on a Zeiss LSM710 confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss AIM) 
equipped with a 25x/0.8 NA Imm. Corr. multi-immersion objective lens and operating 
Zeiss Zen Black software. Image acquisition for all experiments utilized an identical 
488nm AOTF laser power setting of 7% to ensure laser power was not influencing 
measurements. PMT gain settings were variably set to accommodate the expression level 
of each GFP-tagged protein. Images were acquired at 256 x 256 pixel resolution at 
0.07µm pixel size and scan speed of 614.4 ms per frame with 1.0 µs pixel dwell time. A 
single bleach region was defined for each experiment, consisting of a region of 7x7 pixels 
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equal to 0.49 µm x 0.49 µm and was bleached by a single iteration of 100% laser power 
from 488, 561 and 633nm wavelengths. Five initial pre-bleach images were captured 
prior to bleaching and 115 subsequent post-bleach images were acquired every 614.4ms 
to assess fluorescence recovery in the bleach zone. FIJI Is Just ImageJ (FIJI; 
http://fiji.sc/) software was used to analyze FRAP experiments. To account for 
background and photo-bleaching effects during acquisition, the mean intensity values 
from the bleach zone (BL), the background zone (BG), and the reference signal zone 
(REF) were used to calculate the corrected BL (BLcorr) for each acquisition frame using 
the equation: 
 𝐵𝐿!"## = 𝐵𝐿–𝐵𝐺𝑅𝐸𝐹–𝐵𝐺    
BLcorr values were normalized to the mean of five pre-bleach values, which were used to 
estimate 100% fluorescence intensity. Using the curve fitter module of FIJI, the 
normalized post-bleach data was fit to an exponential recovery model: 
 𝑦 = 𝑎 1− 𝑒!!" + 𝑐 
The mobile fraction was obtained by the sum of coefficients a and c, which describes the 
maximal extent of recovery for each experiment.  The mean mobile fraction for each line 
was calculated from at minumum 20 replicate FRAP experiments taken from at least four 
animals from the same stable line.  
 
Nuage:Cytoplasm localization analysis 
The occupancy of GFP-tagged protein in either nuage versus cytoplasm was calculated 
by obtaining the ratio of mean signal intensities of a perinuclear nuage area (N), an 
adjacent cytoplasmic area (C) of equal area, and a background area (G) using the 
following equation (See Figure 1C for example): 
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𝑁:𝐶 = 𝑁–𝐺𝐶–𝐺  
At least 80 different imaged nurse cells were analyzed to obtain our measurements. All 
images were acquired from fixed specimen using the Apotome structured illumination 
system and a 40x oil-immersion objective.   
piRNA isolation from immunopurified protein 
200 ovaries were taken from yeast-fed flies and mechanically disrupted in lysis buffer 
(20mM HEPES at pH 7.0, 150mM KCl, 2.5mM MgCl2, 0.5% Triton X-100, 0.5% Igepal, 
100 U/mL RNasin [Promega], and one EDTA-free Complete Protease Inhibitor Cocktail 
[Roche] per 10mL) and supernatant clarified by centrifugation at 15,000x g. Supernatant 
was incubated with anti-eGFP polyclonal antibody (Covance) conjugated to Protein-G 
Dynabeads at 4°C and washed three times in NT2 buffer (see: Co-immunoprecipitation & 
Western Blots). Beads were spiked with 5 pmol of synthesized 42-nt (42M) RNA 
oligomer to assess purification efficiency (see: Semi-Quantitative piRNA Binding 
Analysis), proteinase K-digested, and phenol-extracted. Isolated RNA was CIP-treated, 
radiolabeled using PNK and gamma-P32-labeled ATP, and run on a 15% urea-PAAG gel.  
Quantification of associated piRNA from immunopurified protein 
To obtain a measure of piRNA levels co-purifying with immunoprecipitated proteins, a 
semi-quantitative approach was used. Gel band intensities corresponding to 29-19nt 
piRNA size range from autoradiographs (IpiRNA) were normalized to western blot band 
intensities corresponding to GFP-tagged transgenes after IP (Iprotein). To account for 
potential losses in piRNA yield due to RNA purification, IP were spiked with 5pmol of 
synthesized 42-nt (42M) RNA oligomer prior to proteinase K digestion and phenol 
extracton. Gel bands corresponding to radiolabeled RNA intensities from the 42M 
oligomer (I42M) were subtracted from western blot band intensities. Background signal 
intensities from adjacent lane regions of equal area were subtracted from each band 
intensity measurement. These values were then used to obtain the piRNA normalized 
signal intensity using the following calculation: 𝑝𝑖𝑅𝑁𝐴  𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑  𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙  𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦   
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= 𝐼!"#$%– 𝐼!"#$%&'𝐼!"#$%&' − 𝐼!"#$%&'() − [𝐼!"! − 𝐼!"!"!] 
Band intensitities were obtained using FIJI software and values graphed using Microsoft 
Excel. 
Sequence analysis of total piRNA libraries 
Sequenced total small RNA libraries from Aub, Krimp and Piwi mutant and 
heterozygous Drosophila ovaries published in Malone et al. and from Ago3 mutant and 
heterozygous ovaries published in Li et al. were obtained from the NCBI GEO database 
[20, 40]. To obtain repeat sequences, libraries were filtered for reads 23-28 nt in length 
and mapping to annotated repeat sequences. The read counts for repeat sequences were 
normalized to annotated miRNA sequences 22 nt in length. Total small RNA libraries 
from Malone et al. include miRNA, siRNA and piRNA sequences within the size range 
between 19-30nt in length.  However, libraries from Li et al. treated by periodate 
oxidation that depleted miRNA sequences could not be normalized and were excluded 
from repeat sequence analyses. Mean repeats for each TE family were normalized to 
miRNA in heterozygous libraries include only Aub, Krimp, and Piwi heterozygous 
libraries but not Ago3. Annotated TE families with a mean read count in Heterozygote 
libraries in the lowest 10th percentile, in addition to reads mapping to Long Terminal 
Repeat (LTR) sequences were excluded from analysis.  The fold-change in read count for 
each TE family was calculated by obtaining the base 2 logarithm ratio of reads in mutant 
(Mut.) and heterozygous (Het) libraries. 
Read counts corresponding to secondary piRNA were obtained by filtering repeat 
sequences 23-28 nt in length for reads that were of sense orientation to annotated repeats 
and contained adenine (A) at postion 10 and not uridine (U) at position 1. Secondary 
piRNA read counts for each TE family is shown as a fraction of sequences 23-28 nt in 
length mapping to the sense orientation of annotated repeats. The fold-change in read 
count for each TE family was calculated by obtaining the base 2 logarithm ratio of reads 
in mutant (Mut.) and heterozygous (Het) libraries. 
Sequence analysis of total piRNA libraries 
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The normalized average fraction of reads with a corresponding ping-pong partner for 
each type of transposons was obtained by multiple subsampling of each of the two 
libraries in a pair, where the sample size was equal to the the number of reads in the 
library with fewest reads, or min (|R1|; |R2|). This was done in order to control for the 
larger fraction of ping-pong pairs that is expected to be observed in a larger set of reads 
purely by chance. For two sets of reads R1 and R2, we subsampled reads a total of N 
times (in this case, N=1000), and calculated the fraction of reads fi participating in ping-
pong pairs for each subsampling, i. We then defined the probabilities of a given read 
being in a ping-pong pair as the average fraction of reads in pairs from each subsampling: 
 
We have two such probabilities, ^pRE1 and ^p RE2, for each type of repeats RE in each 
sample. We determine whether the observed differences between two libraries is 
significant, and obtain confidence bounds by estimating the difference between pRE1 and 
p RE2.  






The score follows a normal Z distribution with m = 0 and s = 1 and a p-value can be 
obtained from it. As we are testing more than one repeat at a time, we apply a multiple 
hypothesis testing correction. In this case, the Bonferroni-corrected (a/|RE|) two-tailed p-
value is calculated as:  
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The confidence interval of the difference |pRE1 – pRE2| is calculated as follows: 
 
For the 95% confidence interval, Za=0.05 =1.96.  
The fold-change in read count for each TE family was calculated by obtaining the base 2 
logarithm ratio of reads in mutant (Mut.) and heterozygous (Het) libraries. 
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FIGURES AND FIGURE LEGENDS 
Figure 1. Aub and Ago3 have distinct subcellular localizations.  
(A) The localization pattern of Aub (GFP-Aub, green) appears as a smooth perinuclear 
layer, while Ago3 (mK2-Ago3, red) forms punctate granules around the nuclei. Proteins 
are expressed simultaneously in nurse cells of ovaries using the same driver. DNA is 
stained with DAPI (blue). Scale bar: 20µm. (B) The profile of Aub (green) and Ago3 
(purple) localization around a single nucleus shows the distinct localizations of each 
protein. Signal intensities of Aub (GFP-Aub) and Ago3 (mK2-Ago3) were traced along 
the perimeter of the nurse cell nucleus marked with an asterisk in Figure 1A. The line 
intersecting the perinuclear region marks the start of measurements, continuing clockwise 
around the perimeter. (C) Ago3 is more concentrated in nuage, while Aub is more 
dispersed in the cytoplasm. The fluorescence signals of GFP-Aub and GFP-Ago3 were 
quantified in nuage and cytoplasm (regions with identical surface area shown on the 
figure— see materials & methods for details). Shown is the mean ratio of nuage to 
cytoplasmic signal measured for 81 and 80 individual nurse cells, respectively. Standard 
deviation from the mean is shown for each protein.  
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Figure 2. Aub requires a piRNA guide for localization to nuage.  
(A) piRNA-deficient Aub (Aub-YK) and Ago3 (Ago3-YK) mutant proteins show a loss 
in associated piRNAs compared to their wild-type protein counterparts. piRNA-deficient 
Aub-YK or Ago3-YK mutant proteins were expressed in ovaries, immunoprecipitated, 
and their associated small RNA isolated and 5’ radiolabeled. The strong band at 30 nt is 
the abundant 2S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) (white arrow). A 42 nt RNA (42M) was spiked 
into each immuno-purified sample to control for labeling efficiency and RNA loss during 
isolation. The levels of immunopurified proteins are shown by western blot (lower 
panels). (B) Quantification of piRNA association of wild-type and mutant Aub and Ago3 
shown on panel (A). The signals of radiolabeled piRNA were normalized to the amount 
of immunoprecipitated protein and to the amount of spike RNA (see materials and 
methods for details). (C) The piRNA-binding deficient Aub-YK does not localize to 
nuage, but is diffused in the cytoplasm. Wild-type protein tagged with mKate2 was co-
expressed in the same cells (upper panel). In contrast to Aub, the localization of piRNA-
binding deficient Ago3-YK is indistinguishable from that of wild-type Ago3. DNA is 
stained with DAPI (blue).  Scale bar: 20µm. (D) The mobility of the piRNA-binding 
deficient Ago3-YK mutant is decreased in nuage. The fractions of mobile wild-type and 
Ago3-YK proteins were measured by FRAP on 32 and 23 independent cells, respectively. 
Bars show standard error values. 
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Figure 3. Krimper recruits Ago3 to granules.  
(A) Co-localization of Aub and Ago3 with other nuage components. Aub (mK2-Aub, red; 
upper panel) or Ago3 (mK2-Ago3 red; lower panel) were co-expressed in nurse cells of 
Drosophila ovaries with GFP-tagged piRNA pathway components (green) using the same 
driver. Vas, Tej, and Tud show strong co-localization with Aub, while Ago3 is strongly 
co-localized with Krimp and Qin in nuage granules. SpnE and Mael localize in nuage but 
also to the nucleus. Zuc shows little to no co-localization with either Aub or Ago3. Scale 
bar: 10µm. (B) The genetic interaction between Aub, Ago3, and Krimp. Aub, Ago3, and 
Krimp were knocked down in germ cells of flies expressing GFP-tagged proteins using 
shRNA expressed under control of the MaG4 driver. The asterisk in each image indicates 
perturbed localization of the corresponding protein compared to wild type. Aub is 
required for Ago3 and Krimp nuage localization, while Aub localizes independently of 
Krimp and Ago3. Krimp is required for both localization and normal protein level of 
Ago3, but its localization is unchanged upon Ago3 depletion. (C) Krimp recruits Ago3 
into cytoplasmic granules in S2 cells. S2 cells were transfected with plasmids encoding 
GFP-tagged Ago3 (green) alone or in combination with mKate2-tagged Krimp protein 
(red). GFP-tagged Ago3 is diffused in the cytoplasm when expressed alone. The 
expression of Krimp induces Ago3 recruitment into Krimp cytoplasmic granules. DNA is 
stained with DAPI (blue). Scale bar: 10µm. (D) Krimp is the stationary component of 
nuage granules. FRAP shows large differences in the mobility of different proteins in 
nuage. All proteins were tagged with GFP and expressed in germ cells under control of 
the MaG4 driver. Representative FRAP experiments are shown on the left. The mobile 
fraction was determined by modeling the recovery to an exponential recovery curve 
superimposed on respective datasets. The quantification of the mobile fractions for each 
of the proteins is shown on the right (n indicates the number of independent experiments 
used for FRAP measurements). More than 80% of Tud is mobile in nuage, while the 
mobile fractions of Aub, Tej, SpnE, and Ago3 are between 40 and 50%. Krimp protein is 
least mobile, with a mobile fraction of ~8%. Bars show standard error values. 
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Figure 4. Separate domains of Krimper are responsible for dimerization and 
association with Ago3.  
(A) The N-terminal region of Krimper is required for Krimp dimerization. FLAG-tagged 
full-length Krimp (Krimp-FL) was co-expressed with GFP-tagged fragments of Krimp 
(shown on the right panel) in S2 cells.  Fragments of Krimp containing the first 310 
amino acid residues co-purified with Krimp-FL, while fragments lacking N-terminal 
residues did not co-purify. (B) Krimp forms a protein-protein complex with Ago3 in 
Drosophila ovary. FLAG-Ago3 and GFP-Krimp were co-expressed in fly ovaries. 
FLAG-Ago3 or control (FLAG-tagged GFP) proteins were immunoprecipitated with 
anti-FLAG beads in the presence (+) or absence (-) of RNase A followed by Western 
blotting to detect GFP- and FLAG-tagged proteins. The interaction between Ago3 and 
Krimp is independent of RNA. The lower panel shows Input (Inp) and the unbound 
fractions (Unb). (C) Tudor domains of Krimper bind Ago3. FLAG-tagged full length 
Ago3 (FLAG-Ago3-FL) was co-expressed with GFP-tagged fragments of Krimp in S2 
cells. FLAG-Ago3 was immunoprecipitated followed by Western to detect GFP-Krimp 
fragments. Ago3 co-purifies with fragments of Krimp containing either of its two Tudor 
domains, but not with the N-terminal fragment responsible for dimerization. (D) Krimper 
interacts with the N-terminal fragment of Ago3. FLAG-tagged full length Krimp was co-
expressed with GFP-tagged fragments of Ago3 in S2 cells. The N-terminal Ago3 
fragment containing the first 296 amino acid residues co-purifies with Krimp, while other 
Ago3 fragments are not able to interact with Krimp. (E) Ago3 in complex with Krimp is 
not bound to piRNA. Total Ago3 and Ago3-Krimp complexes were purified from 
Drosophila ovaries. Co-purified RNA was labeled and resolved on the gel (top panel), 
while the amount of Ago3 and Krimp proteins in immunoprecipitates was determined by 
Western blotting (middle panels). The amount of piRNA in each immunoprecipitate was 
normalized to the amount of Ago3 protein (lower panel). An unlabeled 42 nt RNA (42M) 
was spiked into each sample to control for labeling efficiency and RNA loss.  
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Figure 5. Krimper interacts with Aub.  
(A) Krimp forms a complex with Aub in Drosophila ovary. FLAG-Aub and GFP-Krimp 
were co-expressed in fly ovaries. FLAG-Aub or control (FLAG-GFP) proteins were 
immunoprecipitated with anti-FLAG beads in the presence (+) or absence (-) of RNase A 
followed by Western blotting to detect GFP- and FLAG-tagged proteins. The interaction 
between Aub and Krimp is independent of RNA. The lower panel shows Input (Inp) and 
the unbound (Unb) fractions. (B) The Tudor domains of Krimp interact with Aub. FLAG-
Aub was co-expressed with GFP-tagged fragments of Krimp protein in S2 cells. Krimp 
fragments containing either of the two Tudor domains co-purify with Aub. Asterisks 
indicate bands corresponding to degradation products of Krimp-GFP. (C) The N-terminal 
fragment of Aub binds Krimp. FLAG-Krimp was co-expressed with GFP-tagged 
fragments of Aub in S2 cells.  The N-terminal fragment of Aub containing the first 105 
amino acid residues co-purifies with Krimp, while other Aub fragments lacking this 
region did not co-purify. 
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Figure 6. Krimper assembles the complex that contains both Aub and Ago3 proteins 
and is required for ping-pong piRNA processing.  
(A) Krimp recruits Aub and Ago3 into cytoplasmic granules. GFP-tagged Aub and 
mKate2-tagged Ago3 were co-expressed in S2 cells. In the absence of Krimp, Aub and 
Ago3 have diffused cytoplasmic localization; however, both proteins are recruited into 
the same cytoplasmic granules upon Krimp expression. Scale bar: 10µm. (B) Krimp 
forms a triple complex with Aub and Ago3.  Ovarian lysates from flies co-expressing 
FLAG-Aub and GFP-Krimp (and control flies expressing GFP-Krimp alone) were 
subjected to tandem co-immunoprecipitation. The first anti-FLAG immunoprecipitation 
purifies Aub, followed by elution and anti-GFP immunoprecipitation to purify Aub-
Krimp complexes. Finally, the presence of Ago3 was determined by Western blotting 
with an antibody against the native protein. (C) The pairs of complementary piRNAs 
formed by ping-pong processing are separated by 10nt. Primary piRNA predominantly 
has a uridine residue at the first position. Corresponding secondary piRNA has an 
adenine residue at position 10 and lacks nucleotide bias at the first position. The graphs 
below show the fraction of complementary piRNA that have different overlap between 
their 5’ ends. The predominant peak at 10nt is seen in wild-type piRNA populations 
indicating that a large fraction of piRNA overlap by 10 nt at their 5’ ends. This peak 
disappears in piRNA from Aub and Krimp mutants. (D) Krimp is required for ping-pong 
piRNA processing. The fraction of secondary piRNAs and the fraction of the ping-pong 
pairs that have 10nt overlap were analyzed in Krimp, Piwi, Aub, and Ago3 mutants and 
control (heterozygous) flies. The changes in mutant compared to control for each family 
of transposable elements are shown on the heat map. Only TE families with high level of 
piRNA expression and an abundance in ping-pong pairs are shown. The same analysis for 
all TE families is shown in Supplemental Figure S5.  
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Figure 7. A model for recruitment of Aub and Ago3 to nuage and formation of the 
ping-pong piRNA processing (4P) complex.  
Aub-piRNA complexes shuttle between the cytoplasm and nuage interrogating RNA 
transcripts as those exit the nucleus. The recognition of complementary target by piRNA 
might recruit Aub to nuage. Ago3 that is devoid of piRNA is recruited to nuage through 
the interaction with Krimp, a stable component of nuage granules. Upon recognition of 
complementary target by the Aub-piRNA complex, the target is either cleaved, followed 
by release of Aub-piRNA from nuage (1) or Aub, engaged to an RNA target, interacts 
with the Ago3-Krimp complex (2). In this 4P complex, the Krimp dimer places unloaded 
Ago3 protein in proximity to Aub associated with target RNA. Endonucleolytic cleavage 
of target by Aub generates the RNA substrate that is loaded into Ago3. Once bound to 
RNA, Ago3 may be released from the Krimper complex. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES AND FIGURE LEGENDS 
Supplemental Figure 1: The expression of Aub and Ago3 transgenes in Drosophila 
ovaries.  
(A) Expression of MaG4 driven UASp-GFP-Aub-WT (left panel; green) begins at stage 
4-6 of oogenesis, while a GFP-Aub-WT BAC line (right panel; green) expressing 
transgenic protein under the native Aub promoter begins at stage one of the germarium 
and continues onward to the oocyte. The asterisk at the top left of each image marks the 
anterior tip of the germarium for each line. DNA is stained with DAPI (blue). (B) The 
localization of tagged Aub and Ago3 proteins are independent of fluorophore tags. 
Perinuclear localization of Aub (purple) is different from Ago3 localization (green). In 
the lower panel, gray values for mKate2-Aub and GFP-Ago3 are displayed along the 
perimeter of the nurse cell marked with an asterisk in the upper panel. The line 
intersecting the perinuclear region marks the start of measurements, continuing clockwise 
around the perimeter. Scale bar: 20µm. 
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Supplemental Figure 2: Dynamics of Aub and Ago3 in nuage. 
(A) Representative FRAP experiments on GFP-tagged Aub and Ago3 in nurse cells of 
the Drosophila ovary. The red box delineates the FRAP bleach region of nuage pre-
bleach, immediately after bleach, and 70 seconds post-bleach. The lower right corner 
shows the bleach region magnified. (B) Representative FRAP experiments of Aub and 
Ago3 in nuage granules. The mobile fraction was determined by modeling the recovery 
to an exponential recovery curve (superimposed on respective data-sets). The recovery of 
each curve is dependent on steady-state mobility, or exchange, of GFP tagged protein 
within the bleached zone (0.49 µm2). The bleaching time point (T=0) is marked by an 
arrow. For each experiment, the 100% Normalized Recovery limit is set to the 
normalized mean intensity of the five pre-bleach time points (T<0). (C) The mean 
fraction of mobile Aub and Ago3 proteins of replicate FRAP experiments (n=30 and 
n=32, respectively) shows greater mobility of Aub within nuage compared to Ago3. Bars 
show standard error values for each set of experiments. (D) Representative FRAP 
experiments of comparing UASp-GFP-Aub expressed by the MaG4 driver over a wild-
type background versus a GFP-Aub BAC line expressed in an Aub-mutant background. 
Both representative FRAP experiments show similar levels of fluorescence recovery after 
photobleaching, suggesting that expression of Aub over a wild type background does not 
affect the dynamics of transgenic protein. The mobile fraction was determined by 
modeling the recovery to an exponential recovery curve (superimposed on respective 
data-sets). (E) FRAP measurements are not affected by expression over endogenous 
protein in nurse cells. The mean fraction of mobile MαG4; UASp-GFP-Aub expressed 
over a wild-type background versus a GFP-Aub BAC line expressed in an Aub-mutant 
background from replicate FRAP experiments (n=30 and n=25, respectively) show 
similar fractions of mobile protein (52.3% ± 2.0% and 51.4% ± 2.2%, respectively).  
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Supplemental Figure 3: Krimper multimerization is mediated by self-interactions in the 
N-terminal region.  
The N-terminal region of Krimp is required for the formation of granules GFP-tagged 
fragments of Krimp protein containing the first 310 amino acids of Krimp are able to 
granularize when co-expressed with FLAG-tagged full length Krimp (Krimp-FL), but 
fragments not containing these residues have diffused cytoplasmic localization in S2 cells. 
DNA is stained with DAPI (blue). 
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Supplemental Figure 4: Ago3 does not co-immunopurify with different nuage 
components in ovaries; Granularization of Ago3 fragments in S2 cells.  
(A) Ago3 does not interact with SpnE, Mael, Qin, or Vas proteins in Drosophila ovary. 
Immunoprecipitations were performed from ovaries of transgenic flies that express 
FLAG- and GFP-tagged proteins in germ cells under control of the MaG4 driver. FLAG-
tagged proteins were immunoprecipitated in the presence (+) or absence (-) of RNase A 
followed by Western blotting to detect GFP- and FLAG-tagged proteins. The lower panel 
shows Input (Inp) and the unbound fractions (Unb) collected after immunoprecipitation. 
FLAG-GFP protein was used to confirm specificity of interactions, as it did not interact 
with Ago3. (B) The N-terminal region of Ago3 is required to be recruited to Krimp 
granules in S2 cells. The localization of GFP-tagged Ago3-NLong fragment is granular 
when co-expressed with Krimp, while all other fragments are uniformly distributed in the 
cytoplasm. S2 cells were transfected with plasmids encoding GFP-tagged Ago3 
fragments (green) in combination with FLAG-tagged Krimp protein. DNA is stained with 
DAPI (blue). 
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Supplemental Figure 5: The effect of Krimp, Aub, Ago3 and Piwi mutations on ping-
pong piRNA processing.  
The fraction of secondary piRNAs and the fraction of the ping-pong pairs that have 10nt 
overlap were analyzed in Krimp, Piwi, Aub, and Ago3 mutants and control 
(heterozygous) flies. The changes in mutant compared to control for each family of 
transposable elements are shown on the heat map. TE families with at least 400 piRNA 
reads in control libraries are included.  
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Supplemental Figure 6. Evaluating the specificity and efficacy of knockdown fly 
strains.  
(A) Knockdown lines show specific knockdown of GFP-tagged proteins. Transgenic flies 
expressing GFP- tagged Aub, Ago3, or Krimp were crossed to shRNA lines targeting the 
respective GFP tagged protein. The GFP transgene and shRNA were co-expressed inside 
the ovary using the same driver. (B) Knockdown lines show effective knockdown by 
derepressing a LacZ sensor responsive to loss of Burdock piRNA. The Burdock sensor 
containing the MaG4 driver was crossed to knockdown lines: as a control, sh-White did 
not derepress LacZ, while knockdown of Aub, Ago3, and Krimp induced derepression of 
the LacZ sensor.  
  











Arginine methylation signals the piRNA-loaded states of Aub and Ago3 to enable 
interactions with Tudor domain proteins 
 
 
This chapter will be published as an individual manuscript. 
  




The Drosophila Piwi proteins, Piwi, Aubergine (Aub), and Argonaute-3 (Ago3), 
share similar protein architectures consisting of an N-terminal region, PAZ, middle 
(MID), and PIWI domain that have strong conservation of protein sequence. In spite of 
their similarities, they localize to different compartments of germ cells, and have different 
functions in the piRNA pathway and distinct fates upon the completion of oogenesis. 
While Piwi and Aub are loaded with primary piRNA enriched for sequences anti-sense to 
TE mRNA, Ago3 is the recipient of secondary piRNA from cleaved sense-strand TE 
transcripts. Aub and Ago3 are cytoplasmic proteins; however, Piwi localizes to the 
nucleus of germ cells. Its function in the nucleus is to target the deposition of 
transcriptionally repressive chromatin marks to genomic loci expressing active TE copies 
[101, 103]. Conversely, Aub and Ago3 cooperate to destroy TE transcripts in the piRNA 
ping-pong pathway in nuage. The fates of each prortein are also unique: Aub accumulates 
at the posterior pole plasm of the oocyte at later stages of oogenesis, while Piwi persists 
within the syncytial cytoplasm of the oocyte without a specific localization pattern. 
Unlike Aub and Piwi, the levels of Ago3 protein are greatly reduced in the oocyte. The 
mechanism that allows the three Drosophila Piwi proteins to be differentiated by cellular 
machinery remains to be understood.  
Unlike Argonaute-family proteins, Piwi-family proteins are targets for arginine 
methylation. The cytoplasmic PRMT5 methylosome complex composed of Capsulèen 
(Csul, dart5) and its co-factor, Valois (Vls, MEP50) modify arginines in arginine-rich 
motifs into symmetrically dimethylated arginines (sDMA)[68, 76]. Many piRNA 
pathway components have the potential to bind sDMA residues through interactions with 
Tudor domains, which are ubiquitously found in many protein factors of the piRNA 
pathway (see Chapter 1). While piRNA pathway-associated proteins contain Tudor 
domains, the role sDMA modifications play in regulating Piwi protein function remains 
elusive. sDMA modifications were identified within the N-terminal regions of Piwi, Aub, 
and Ago3 [109, 123]. Indeed, several cognate Tudor domains for methylated Aub and 
Ago3 have been identified, including Papi and the eponymous Tudor protein (Tud), 
which interact with methylated Ago3 and Aub, respectively [69, 70, 72, 75, 109]. 
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However, the general function of arginine methylation as a regulator of Piwi protein 
function is not yet clearly defined. Experiments in a cultured cell model for the silk-worm 
germline revealed that N-terminal arginine methylation motifs do not influence the 
loading of piRNA into Ago3 [124]. Instead, piRNA loading appears to be dictated by the 
Mid-Piwi domains of Piwi proteins[125]. 
In Chapter 3 of this thesis, I present evidence that the underlying interaction of the 
piRNA ping-pong pathway between Aubergine (Aub) and Argonaute-3 (Ago3) is bridged 
by Krimper protein. The N-terminal regions of Aub and Ago3 are able to bind the two 
Tudor domains of Krimper, while Krimper forms dimeric or multimeric complexes with 
itself to simultaneously accommodate Aub and Ago3 proteins. In addition to the 
formation of an Aub-Ago3 complex, the function of the ping-pong mechanism requires 
that one Piwi protein be loaded with piRNA so as to target complementary transcripts and 
the other to be unloaded and primed for loading of cleaved target transcripts. As our 
model suggests, the arrangement of Piwi proteins in the Krimper complex are able to 
position Aub protein loaded with piRNA adjacent to unloaded Ago3 protein. However, it 
remains to be understood how Krimper differentiates Aub and Ago3, both existing in 
piRNA-loaded or unloaded states. 
In this chapter, we present evidence confirming that the N-terminal region and N-
terminal arginine methylation of Drosophila Piwi proteins does not dictate the loading of 
piRNA into Piwi proteins. Instead, we propose that methylation of N-terminal arginine 
residues signals that a Piwi protein is loaded with piRNA, enabling downstream 
interactions with specific Tudor-domain proteins. We show that Aub methylation is not 
required for normal loading of piRNA, but is essential for piRNA pathway function and 
fertility. Specifically, methylation-deficient Aub is unable to interact with Krimper 
protein, while Ago3 interacts with Krimper independently of its methylation state. The 
role of Ago3 arginine methylation also appears to affect at least two piRNA pathway-
associated proteins, Vasa and Krimper, which accumulate as more massive modified 
isoforms in ovaries expressing methylation-deficient Ago3 protein. Overall, we propose a 
comprehensive model where arginine methylation functions as a signal that is used by 
germ cells to differentiate loaded from unloaded Piwi proteins. 




The N-terminal region is the most diverse region of Piwi protiens but is not essential 
for piRNA loading 
Piwi proteins contain defined PIWI, PAZ and Mid domains responsible for target 
cleavage, and binding of the 3’ and 5’ end of piRNA, respectively [93, 94, 96, 118]. 
Upstream of the PAZ domain is the N-terminal region of the proteins of which the 
structure is not known. The sequence of the N-terminal region is the most variable 
domain between Piwi members (Figure 1A). Furthermore, the ratio of non-synonymous 
(dN) to synonymous (dS) mutation rates is moderately elevated across the N-terminal 
region of Aub and Ago3, indicative of possible positive selection (Figure 1B, 1C) [126-
129]. To investigate the role of the N-terminal domain in the localization and in piRNA 
loading of Piwi proteins, we generated a series of domain swaps that reciprocally 
exchanged the first 100 amino acids of Aubergine with other Piwi proteins. Each 
chimeric protein was N-terminally tagged with GFP to visualize their localization in 
addition to using GFP as an immunopurification tag. We first tested the contribution that 
the N-terminal regions of Piwi, Aub, and Ago3 have on localization. Piwi localizes to the 
nucleus of ovarian nurse cells. Grafting the N-terminal region of Piwi onto the PAZ-mid-
PIWI body of Aub (N-Piwi-Aub) resulted in recruitment of the chimeric protein to the 
nucleus. However, the reciprocal chimeric protein consisting of the N-terminal region of 
Aub grafted onto the body of Piwi (N-Aub-Piwi) did not localize to the nucleus, but 
instead localized to the perinuclear nuage compartment (Figure 2A). This finding is in 
agreement with a previous study that reported that an N-terminally truncated Piwi mutant 
was unable to localize to the nucleus, but instead was diffused in the cytoplasm of germ 
cells [130]. Therefore, the Piwi N-terminal region functions independently of the PAZ-
mid-PIWI body as a nuclear localization signal.  
 While N-terminally truncated Piwi localizes to the cytoplasm, the addition of the 
Aub N-terminal region was able to recruit it to nuage similarly to wildtype protein 
(Figure 2A). However, when the N-terminal region of Aub was expressed alone, it 
localized throughout the cytoplasm and nucleus but did not have a clear localization 
pattern to nuage. The PAZ-mid-PIWI body of Aub also appears to contribute to Aub 
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nuage localization, since N-terminally truncated Aub (dN-Aub) protein localized in part 
to nuage, but also diffused throughout the cytoplasm (Figure 2B). We also generated a 
chimeric protein consisting of the N-terminal region of Ago3 grafted onto the body of 
Aub (N-Ago3-Aub) and found that it localized similarly to either Aub and Ago3 (Figure 
2A). Expression of a reciprocal chimeric protein consisting of the Aub N-terminal region 
fused to Ago3 was not detected by microscopy. Ago3 N-terminal truncation (dN-Ago3) 
did not appear to express either. It is possible that the N-terminal region of Ago3 is 
important for protein stability. 
 To test if the N-terminal regions of Piwi proteins contribute to piRNA loading, we 
purified small RNA from immunoprecipitations of the domain-swapped proteins. Indeed, 
all proteins appeared to bind piRNA of sizes 24-29nt in length (Figure 2C). The amount 
of associated piRNA was estimated using a semi-quantitative approach that compared 
protein levels by western blot to radiolabeled RNA, utilizing a synthetic 42M oligomer to 
control for differences during RNA purification (see materials & methods). The quantity 
of associated piRNA was decreased in domain-swapped proteins, which is likely a result 
of perturbing the native protein structures (Figure 2D). Interestingly, the levels of 
associated piRNA of N-terminal truncated Aub (dN-Aub) were not greatly reduced.  
 To determine the contribution of N-terminal regions on piRNA loading, we 
analyzed the sequences of associated piRNA. piRNA are generally between 24 – 30nt in 
length, although each Piwi protein are loaded with piRNA of distinct median lengths [99]. 
Piwi-associated piRNA tend to be ~26nt in length, while the median length of Aub-
associated piRNA is ~25nt and Ago3, ~24nt in length. Analysis of piRNA associated 
with N-terminal region domain swaps reveals that piRNA bound to N-Aub-Piwi is most 
similar to Piwi-bound piRNA, while N-Piwi-Aub is more similar to Aub-bound piRNA 
in length (Figure 2E). Overall, the median length of piRNA is dictated by the identity of 
the PAZ-mid-PIWI body of the protein, and not by the N-terminal region. 
 We examined if N-terminal regions contributed to the strand orientation and 
nucleotide biases of associated piRNA. Both Aub and Piwi load with piRNA that is 
predominantly anti-sense to annotated TE sequences and have a preference for uridine at 
the 5’ nucleotide (1U bias), while most Ago3-associated piRNA is of sense orientation 
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with a bias for adenine at position 10 (10A bias) [38, 99]. The strand orientation of 
piRNA bound to N-terminal domain-swapped proteins was most similar to the protein 
coding the PAZ-mid-PIWI body compared to the identity of the N-terminal region. For 
example, piRNA bound to N-Ago3-Aub were mostly of anti-sense orientation 
characteristic of Aub-bound piRNA (Figure 2F). The nucleotide biases of the domain-
swapped proteins also followed this observation, where piRNA bound to N-Ago3-Aub 
had a strong 1U bias but not a 10A bias, which is typical of Aub, but not Ago3-bound 
piRNA (Figure 2G). In summary, our findings show that the N-terminal regions of Piwi, 
Aub, and Ago3 have a minor role in piRNA loading. 
 To exclude the possibility that differences in localization and piRNA loading are 
masked by domain swaps between related Piwi proteins that operate in the same pathway 
we tested N-terminal domain swaps with Aub and Argonaute-1 (Ago1) to generate two 
chimeric proteins, N-Aub-Ago1 and N-Ago1-Aub. Ago1 is the effector protein for the 
Drosophila microRNA (miRNA) pathway and Drosophila miRNA are 22 nt in length. A 
previous study reported that N-terminal residues of protozoan Ago1 are essential for 
function, although it is unknown if the N-terminal region of Drosophila Ago1 would 
impart loading of miRNA into the grafted body of Aub, or whether the N-terminal region 
of Aub could load piRNA into Ago1. Since Drosophila have two isoforms of Ago1—
Ago1Ra and Ago1Rb—that differ in the length and composition of their N-terminal 
regions, we generated domain swaps with Aub for both regions (N-Ago1Ra-Aub and N-
Ago1Rb-Aub) (Figure 1B). The localization of wild type Ago1 proteins was most similar 
to N-Aub-Ago1 and was present throughout the cytoplasm of nurse cells, but also 
localized to the perinuclear space. Conversely, both N-Ago1Ra-Aub and N-Ago1Rb-Aub 
appeared most concentrated in perinuclear nuage, similar to wildtype Aub protein (Figure 
3A).  
The N-terminal region of chimeric proteins did not impact the length of small 
RNA associated with each protein, since N-Aub-Ago1 purified with 22 nt RNA, even 
though it contained the N-terminal region of Aub. Similarly, N-Ago1Ra-Aub and N-
Ago1Rb-Aub purified with small RNA identical in size distribution to Aub piRNA 
(Figure 2C, 3B). Chimeric proteins between Aub and Ago1 also co-purified with less 
small RNA than wildtype proteins, with the exception of N-Ago1Ra-Aub, which purified 
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with more than twice as much small RNA compared to wildtype Aub (Figure 2D). 
Through mapping of cloned small RNA purified from each chimeric protein, we found 
that chimeric proteins containing the PAZ-mid-PIWI of Aub were bound to piRNA and 
not miRNA, while N-Aub-Ago1 purified with an abundant population of miRNA (Figure 
3C). We compared the populations of miRNA purified from Ago1-containing chimeric 
proteins to further understand the differences between the two isoforms of wild type 
Ago1 and the chimeric N-Aub-Ago1. Overall, any differences appeared to be 
independent of miRNA abundance, although Ago1Ra preferentially loaded with several 
miRNA, including bantam, mir-308, -304, -965, and -999, compared to Ago1Rb, which 
had a higher abundance of mir-2a-2 compared to Ago1Ra. The chimeric N-Aub-Ago1 
had lower levels of mir-9c, -33, -306, and 31b, but elevated levels of mir-13b-2 compated 
to either Ago1Ra or Ago1Rb (Figure 3D). We did not fine any correlation between the 
levels of these miRNA and any reported functions in germ cells. 
In conclusion, our data clearly establishes that piRNA loading is not influenced 
by the composition of N-terminal regions. Instead, the specificity of piRNA length, 
strand orientation, and nucleotide bias are imparted by the identity of PAZ-mid-PIWI 
modules. In only some instances, the N-terminal region of Piwi proteins regulate protein 
localization. The Piwi N-terminal region functions as a nuclear localization signal even 
when grafted to the body of Aub protein that is loaded with Aub-specific piRNA. In 
contrast, the localization of Aub protein is independent of the N-terminal region, although 
the N-terminal region might enhance localization to perinuclear nuage.  
N-terminal arginine methylation is not required for localization or piRNA loading of 
Aub or Ago3 
The N-terminal regions of Aub and Ago3 contain several RG/RA repeat-motifs 
that are targets of symmetrical dimethyl-arginine (sDMA) modifications [69, 109, 123]. 
Methylated arginine residues of Aub provide a binding interface for interaction with the 
Tudor domain of Tud protein [69, 70, 75, 131, 132]. Of the numerous proteins that were 
genetically implicated to be factors of the piRNA pathway and that localize to nuage, 
many have one or several Tudor domains [86]. It was proposed that interactions between 
modified Piwi proteins and Tudor domain proteins could be responsible for nuage 
assembly [133-135]. 
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To test the role of arginine methylation in the localization and function of Piwi 
proteins, we generated mutant versions of GFP-tagged Aub and Ago3 by replacing N-
terminal arginine residues in RG/RA repeat-motifs with lysine residues (Aub-RK and 
Ago3-RK) (Figure 1B, 1C). The subcellular localization of Ago3-RK is indistinguishable 
from wild-type Ago3, indicating that arginine methylation is dispensable for its 
localization in nuage (Figure 4A). Aub-RK is also localized to nuage; however, a 
deficiency in arginine methylation eliminated its accumulation at the pole plasm (Figure 
4A; 4B). Aub localization to the pole plasm was reported to be dependent on Tudor 
protein that interacts with sDMA modifications on Aub [70, 75, 109, 131, 132]. Indeed, 
while wild-type Aub co-immunoprecipitates with Tudor from ovary extracts, Aub-RK 
does not interact with Tud (Figure 4C). Arginine methylation seems to destabilize Ago3, 
since Ago3-RK protein was approximately seven-fold more abundant than wild-type 
protein when corresponding transgenes inserted in the same genomic position were 
expressed using the same GAL4 driver (Figure 4D). This was not the case for Aub-RK, 
which showed approximately 30% lower levels to wild-type Aub. 
In contrast to a strong requirement for arginine methylation in the localization of 
Aub to the pole plasm, arginine methylation has only minor effects on Aub localization to 
nuage: overall the nuage localization of Aub-RK is preserved, although we noticed a 
more diffuse localization in the cytoplasm compared to wild-type protein (Figure 4A). 
The analysis of the ratio of nuage to cytoplasm fluorescence intensity showed that Aub-
RK was less enriched in nuage compared to the wild-type protein (Data not shown). A 
similar increase in diffuse cytoplasmic localization was observed for wild-type Aub when 
expressed in mutants lacking the PRMT5 methylosome components, Capsulèen (Csul; 
PRMT5) and Valois (Vls; MEP50), both of which are required for sDMA modifications 
(Figure 5A, 5B) [68, 69, 76, 136]. Using FRAP we determined that the fraction of mobile 
Aub-RK protein is approximately 10% higher than that of wild-type protein (Figure 4E). 
Overall, we conclude that arginine methylation has a minor influence on the localization 
and dynamics of Aub and Ago3 in nuage granules, while it is critical for recruitment of 
Aub to the pole plasm through interactions with Tudor protein. 
Next we analyzed the role of Aub and Ago3 arginine methylation in the loading 
of piRNAs into either protein. The levels of piRNAs bound by purified proteins were 
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similar in methylation-impaired Aub and Ago3 proteins compared to their wild-type 
counterparts (Figure 4F; 4G). We sequenced piRNAs associated with Aub-RK and found 
that the piRNA profile was similar to wild-type protein, indicating that Arginine 
methylation is indeed dispensable for piRNA loading of both Aub and Ago3 (Figure 4H). 
Strand orientation and nucleotide biases typical of Aub protein were unchanged for Aub-
RK (Figure 4I). Overall, arginine methylation does not affect piRNA loading of either 
Aub or Ago3. 
In summary, we show that the N-terminal regions of Aub and Ago3 that harbor 
arginine methylation sites recognized by Tudor domain proteins are largely dispensable 
for both nuage localization and piRNA loading. Despite the N-terminal region being the 
least similar in sequence between Aub and Ago3, it is not responsible for differentiating 
the roles of Aub and Ago3 in the piRNA pathway. 
Aub arginine methylation is essential for progression of the piRNA ping-pong pathway 
and fertility 
Since arginine methylation does not impact the loading of piRNA into Aub, we 
wondered if it is essential for the function of the piRNA pathway. To further investigate 
the role of Aub arginine methylation, we generated a GFP-tagged Aub-RK transgene 
under its native regulatory elements. GFP-tagged Aub expressed under control of native 
regulatory elements shows expression from region one of the germarium onward to the 
late stage oocyte and rescues the aub mutant phenotype. Furthermore, its localization in 
nuage and in the pole plasm was identical to GFP-tagged Aub expressed by the Maternal 
a-Tubulin 67C (MαG4) driver (Figure 6A)[112]. We successfully rescued the Aub 
mutant background using GFP-tagged Aub-WT under the expression control of native 
regulatory elements, so we tested if GFP-Aub-RK was capable of rescuing the Aub 
mutant background. Surprisingly, GFP-Aub-RK was not able to rescue the Aub mutant 
background, as flies of this genotype are sterile. Early stages of Aub-RK rescue ovaries 
appear to have intact egg chambers, although late stage chambers experience fusions of 
two egg chambers or gross morphological defects (Figure 6B). This indicated that while 
methylation is not necessary for Aub nuage localization or piRNA loading, it is essential 
for the TE repression function of the piRNA pathway.  
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 In Chapter 3, we present how the piRNA ping-pong complex assembles. In this 
complex, Aub and Ago3 interactions are bridged by the Tudor domain-containing protein, 
Krimper (Krimp). The data suggested a model where Aub protein loaded with piRNA 
would select RNA targets to be loaded into Ago3, since Krimp appeared to only interact 
with Ago3 that was devoid of piRNA. It remained unclear how Krimp distinguishes Aub 
and Ago3, with each protein existing in their respective piRNA-loaded and unloaded 
states. Molecular dissection revealed that Aub and Ago3 both interact with the Tudor 
domains of Krimp through their N-terminal regions. Since the Aub-RK protein was 
unable to rescue the Aub mutant phenotype, we tested the impact of Aub arginine 
methylation on the stability of the Krimp-Ago3 complex. Indeed, the Krimp-Ago3 
complex appears to be stabilized when Aub arginine methylation is disabled, suggesting 
that Aub methylation is required to bind Krimper and this interaction is essential for 
progression of the ping-pong pathway (Figure 6C). To verify if Aub or Ago3 interactions 
with Krimp are dependent on arginine methylation, we expressed Aub-RK or Ago3-RK 
tagged with GFP in S2 cells, which do not express most piRNA pathway components but 
express PRMT5 methylosome complex components. While wildtype version of Aub and 
Ago3 granulate in the presence of Krimp protein in S2 cells, we noticed that methylation 
deficient Aub no longer localized to granules. Conversely, arginine-methylation deficient 
Ago3 localized to granules much like wildtype protein (Figure 6D). Co-
immunoprecipitation experiments confirmed that while both wildtype and methylation 
deficient Ago3 co-purified with Krimp, methylation deficient Aub was unable to interact 
with Krimp (Figure 6E). While arginine methylation is not essential for localization, or 
piRNA loading, it is required for Aub to interact with the Krimp-Ago3 complex during 
ping-pong, as this interaction is essential for fertility. 
piRNA loading is required for arginine methylation 
Since N-terminal arginine methylation is dispensable for the loading of Aub and 
Ago3 but is required for the function of the piRNA pathway, we sought to understand the 
requirements for arginine methylation Aub and Ago3 methylation. Arginine methylation 
is either an unregulated modification that is added to Aub and Ago3 constitutively, or it is 
a regulated process that requires Aub and Ago3 to undergo a conformational change 
through loading with piRNA, catalytic cleavage of target RNA, or another unknown 
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process. We examined the methylation states of mutant proteins of Aub and Ago3 that 
could not bind piRNA (see Chapter 3) or were deficient in endonucleolytic function (see 
Chapter 5). Reagents that detect methylated Aub and Ago3 have poor specifity and were 
unable to confirm the methylation states of the mutant proteins. Instead, we examined 
Aub localization at the pole plasm, which requires arginine methylation to interact with 
Tud protein (Figure 4B, 4C). Interestingly, while the pole plasm localization of wild-type 
and catalytically inactive Aub were similar, piRNA binding-deficient Aub (Aub-YK) was 
unable to localize to the pole plasm, showing the same defect as methylation-deficient 
Aub-RK (Figure 7A). This indicated that while catalytic activity is dispensable for Aub 
localization in the oocyte, Aub requires loading with piRNA to be methylated and to 
interact with Tud protein at the pole plasm.  
Since Ago3 does not localize to the pole plasm, we used a different assay to test 
the methylation state of Ago3. We found that arginine methylation of Ago3 is necessary 
for normal oogenesis.  piRNA pathway mutants phenotypically exhibit increased Chk2 
kinase activity and cell-cycle arrest in response to transposon-induced DNA lesions. 
Another consequence of Chk2 activation is post-translational modification of Vasa 
protein [107, 137]. Placing a pathway mutant on a Chk2 mutant background can attenuate 
cell cycle arrest signals and ‘rescue’ the modified Vasa isoform [138]. Interestingly, 
expressing Ago3-RK over a wild type background induced post-translational 
modification of Vasa but did not observe accumulation of the modified Vasa isoform for 
Ago3-WT or Ago3-YK, nor any of the Aub transgenic proteins (Figure 7B). Ago-RK and 
Ago3-CD also appeared to induce the modification of Krimp protein, which was 
previously never been reported (Figure 7C). The accumulation of modified Vasa protein 
did not appear to alter Vas localization to nuage or the pole plasm, confirming results 
from another study (Figure 7D)[138].  
Stable lines of MaG4; GFP-Ago3-RK, and MaG4; GFP-Ago3-CD are not 
homozygous for the transgenic AGO3 insertion, which could indicate that Ago3-RK and 
Ago3-CD are dominant negative alleles that induce a DNA damage signal in the 
developing oocyte. We tested if modified Vasa protein could be ‘rescued’ or reduced in 
levels by reducing the levels of Chk2 by crossing flies expressing Ago3-RK and Ago3-
CD to an sh-mnk knockdown line, but did not observe a decrease in the modified Vasa 
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isoform (Figure 7E). This could be a consequence of the sh-mnk line being ineffective, 
although the resulting knockdown progeny were sterile. We tested if the modified Vasa 
isoform was a consequence of phosphorylation, so we treated lysate with calf intenstinal 
phosphatase to checked for a reduction in the modified Vasa isoform. Ago3-CD 
responded to phosphatase treatment, but the levels of modified Vasa isoform in flies 
expressing Ago3-RK did not appear to change (Figure 7F). Overall, our data show that 
Ago3 dominantly regulates the accumulation of modified Vas protein, while other piRNA 
pathway proteins are recessive regulators. Specifically, accumulation of modified Vas 
protein is responsive to Ago3 arginine methylation and its endonucleolytic function. 
piRNA loading of Ago3 does not cause accumulation of the modified Vas isoform, which 
implies Ago3 methylation occurs downstream of loading. 
 In summary, both Aub and Ago3 require piRNA loading before they can be 
methylated. Aub that is unable to bind piRNA does not accumulate at the pole plasm, 
which is an interaction that requires methylation of N-terminal arginine residues. 
Similarly, while methylation deficient Ago3 induces the accumulation of modified 
isoforms of Vas and Krimp, piRNA binding deficient Ago3 does not.  
 
DISCUSSION 
Arginine methylation of Aub and Ago3 N-terminal residues is largely dispensable for 
their recruitment to nuage and for loading with piRNAs  
Among the different members of Piwi-clade Argonaute proteins, the most diverse 
region is the N-terminal fragment upstream of the PAZ domain (Figure 1A). While no 
function was assigned to the N-terminal region in members of the Argonaute-clade, many 
members of the Piwi-clade in both invertebrates and vertebrates species harbor RG/RA 
motifs in their N-termini [123, 139]. These motifs were shown to be targets for 
symmetric arginine methylation by the PRMT5 methylosome complex [140, 141]. 
Methylated arginine residues in Piwi proteins provide an interface for binding Tudor 
domains [69, 70, 109, 133]. Several proteins with Tudor domains were genetically 
implicated in the piRNA pathway and were also shown to localize to nuage and associate 
with Piwi proteins [42, 70, 86, 142-144]. In fact, interactions between Piwi proteins and 
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Tudor domain proteins mediated by arginine methylation were proposed to be the main 
mechanism that allows assembly of multiple components into nuage granules [133-135]. 
We tested the impact of the N-terminal region on localization and piRNA loading 
of Piwi proteins. piRNA loading of Aub and Piwi depended not on the identity of the N-
terminal region, but instead on the PAZ-mid-PIWI domains. This observation also held 
true for Ago1, which was loaded with miRNA even when the Aub N-terminal region was 
exchanged with its native N-terminal region (Figure 2C, 2E, 2F, 2G, 3B, 3C). In Chapter 
3, we identified that the Ago3 interacts with Krimp through its N-terminus. It was 
therefore a surprise that the N-terminal region of Ago3 also did not influence the strand 
orientation or nucleotide bias of piRNA associated with the N-Ago3-Aub chimera. 
Our results show that arginine methylation of Aub and Ago3 proteins plays a 
minor role in their recruitment and retention in nuage. Mutation of arginine residues that 
are targets for methylation in Aub results in a loss of Aub – Tud interactions, confirming 
that the interaction between Tud and Aub depends on an arginine methylation motif in its 
N-terminal region (Figure 4C). Furthermore, deficiency in Aub methylation impaired its 
accumulation at the pole plasm of the developing oocyte, supporting previous findings 
that methylation-dependent Tudor binding is required for pole plasm recruitment of Aub 
(Figure 4B) [69, 74, 109]. 
While Aub arginine methylation is required for its accumulation at the pole plasm, 
our results show that arginine methylation has only a minor role in Aub localization to 
nuage: overall, the nuage localization of Aub-RK mutant was not disrupted. However, we 
observed that a larger fraction of Aub-RK was diffuse in a cytoplasmic pool of protein 
and in nuage, a higher amount of protein was mobile. Considering the fact that Aub 
strongly co-localizes with Tud in nuage, this interaction plays at least some role in 
retaining Aub in nuage and reduces its exchange with the diffuse cytoplasmic fraction of 
protein. Nonetheless, we find that this is not the main mechanism that recruits Aub to 
nuage. As discussed in Chapter 3, a piRNA guide is required for Aub nuage localization. 
We show that the PAZ-mid-PIWI domains of Aub are sufficient to for piRNA loading, 
and as a result N-terminally truncated Aub localizes to nuage similarly to wild type Aub. 
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Arginine methylation seems to play an even less significant role in Ago3 
localization to nuage, as we were not able to find differences between the steady-state 
localization or mobility of wild type and arginine-methylation mutant Ago3 proteins. 
Importantly, the absence of strong defects in arginine methylation mutant proteins is not 
caused by our failure to mutate all potential sites of arginine methylation, as we observed 
similar Aub and Ago3 localization in ovaries of flies mutant for PRMT5 methylosome 
components, Csul and Vls, which abolish the function of the pathway responsible for 
cytoplasmic sDMA modifications [69]. Our study reveals one important function of the 
N-terminal sequence in Ago3: the protein stability of Ago3, but not Aub, is influenced by 
arginine methylation, as we observed the stabilization of mutant Ago3-RK protein in 
ovaries. Furthermore, N-terminally truncated Ago3 protein could not be detected when 
expressed in germ cells, supporting the role of the N-terminal region in regulating protein 
stability. 
Arginine methylation does not play a role in the loading of Aub with piRNAs, as 
the quantity and profile of piRNAs loaded into protein seem to be identical between 
methylation-site mutant and wild type proteins (Figure 4F; 4G; 4H). Furthermore, 
complete deletion of the N-terminal fragment in Aub or its replacement with N-terminal 
fragment of Ago3 does not affect protein localization and loading with piRNAs (Figure 
2B, 2C, 2F, 2G, 4H; 4I). Overall our results indicate that the distinct roles of Aub and 
Ago3 proteins in the piRNA pathway are likely mediated by the C-terminal portions of 
the proteins, which include the conserved PAZ, Mid, and PIWI domains. The negligible 
role of the N-terminus seems to be a conserved feature of Piwi proteins, as a similar 
conclusion was recently reached by investigating silkworm Piwi proteins [125]. 
Arginine methylation occurs downstream of piRNA loading  
Based on our data, we reason that arginine methylation is a signal that indicates 
when Aub and Ago3 are loaded with piRNA. We show that Aub loads with piRNA 
independently of arginine methylation. However, Aub methylation is required for 
interactions with Krimp protein, which is the molecular bridge that recruits unloaded 
Ago3 during ping-pong (Figure 6D, 6E). The essential role of Aub methylation is 
exemplified by the inability of Aub methylation mutant to rescue fertility of Aub mutant 
ovaries (Figure 6B). Interestingly, the defects observed in the Aub-RK rescue are less 
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severe than Aub mutant flies lacking the Aub-RK protein, which have ovaries that are 
almost completely atrophied. This might indicate that the Aub-RK transgene does impart 
some protection against TE in early stages of oogenesis. However, because methylation 
deficient Aub cannot interact with Krimp protein to direct Ago3 loading during ping-
pong, there is a lack of piRNA amplification for sequences targeting active TE. The 
resulting population of piRNA in Aub-RK rescue ovaires is insufficient for immunity 
against TE.  
Nevertheless, while methylation-deficient Aub is able to load with piRNA, 
downstream arginine methylation is required for critical interactions with the Tudor 
domains of Krimp and without methylation, Aub cannot participate in critical interactions 
with Tudor domain containing proteins. There would not be any biological reason for 
unloaded Aub to interact with Krimp, and it is more likely that Aub is methylated only 
after loading. Another reason why methylation of Aub is a regulatory step downstream of 
piRNA loading is that since piRNA binding-deficient Aub does not localize to the pole 
plasm, an interaction dependent on arginine methylation (Figure 7A). 
Similar to Aub, loading of piRNA into Ago3 does not require methylation and its 
interaction with Krimp— a factor that contributes to Ago3 loading— is also independent 
of methylation. However, Ago3 arginine methylation is essential for normal behavior of 
piRNA pathway components. When the methylation site of Ago3 is mutated, two 
essential piRNA pathway components, Vasa and Krimper, are modified into more 
massive isoforms (Figure 7B, 7C). Unlike Ago3-RK, piRNA binding deficient Ago3 does 
not elicit accumulation of Vas or Krimp modified isoforms. This suggests that loading of 
Ago3 with piRNA precedes methylation. Since Ago3 lacking catalytic residues 
responsible for endonucleolytic function also causes accumulation of modified Vas and 
Krimp isoforms, arginine methylation appears to be closely related, or dependent on 
Ago3 endonucleolytic function. The biological reason for why Ago3 influences 
modification of Vas and Krimp remains unknown. Furthermore, the function of modified 
isoforms of either Vas and Krimp are also poorly understood. It remains to be understood 
how Ago3 methylation and endonucleolytic activity regulate the function of these piRNA 
pathway factors.  
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We envision that the sequential nature of Piwi protein function in the piRNA 
pathway could hypothetically operate under the simple principle that once a Piwi protein 
is loaded with piRNA it is then methylated (Figure 8A). Structurally, it is possible that 
loading of a Piwi with a piRNA guide could induce a conformational change in the 
protein to make N-terminal arginine residues accessible for methylation. If both Aub and 
Ago3 operated under this same principle, then we propose a model for the ping-pong 
pathway that operates as follows: (1) methylated Aub loaded with piRNA in a triple 
complex with unloaded, unmethylated Ago3 coordinated by Krimp scans transcripts for 
complementary to its guide piRNA. When a complementary transcript is targeted and 
cleaved, it is loaded into Ago3. (2) Ago3 loaded with piRNA dissociates from Krimp, 
and (3) is methylated due to a conformational change that makes N-terminal arginine 
residues accessible. (4) Methylated and piRNA-loaded Ago3 interacts with designated 
Tudor-domain containing proteins. One such protein is Papi, which contains a single 
Tudor domain and two KH-I domains which are known to interact with A-U rich 
containing RNAs. Transcripts originating from piRNA clusters are degenerate sequences 
with high A-U content. While the molecular biology of Papi is not yet understood, it is 
possible that it couples methylated, loaded Ago3 with unloaded, unmethylated Aub 
protein to direct loading of Aub. Indeed, Aub protein no longer localizes to nuage in Papi 
knockdown ovaries (data not shown). (5) Ago3 targets and cleaves a complementary 
transcript that is loaded into Aub. (6) Aub dissociates from this complex and is then 
methylated. The cycle is perpetuated throughout oogenesis. In the final steps of oogenesis, 
there are also two separate fates for methylated Aub and Ago3. We show that Aub 
methylation is required for accumulation at the pole plasm, where Aub can be inherited 
by the primordial germ cells of the embryo. Conversely, Ago3 methylation destabilizes 
the protein, as it serves no biological function in targeting TE being composed of 
sequences in sense orientation to TE transcripts. In addition, the ping-pong pathway has 
already produced a population of piRNA that are highly specified for only those 
sequences targeting active TE. Overall, this system theoretically works under the rules of 
a simple principle: that piRNA loading enables arginine methylation of Aub or Ago3 
(Figure 8B). It will be interesting to see if this hypothetical model has credence, in 
addition to understanding if Piwi functions under the same principle. 	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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Generation of Transgenic Fly Lines 
Transgenic protein constructs for injection were generated using Gateway cloning system 
(Life Technologies). Genes were obtained by PCR from Drosophila melanogaster 
template cDNA taken from ovaries or testes of adult flies. Point mutations were 
engineered by overlap PCR and inserted in the pENTR-D-TOPO vector. Transgenes were 
cloned into the pUASP-Gateway-phiC31 fly injection vector derived from pCasPeR5-
phiC31 vector containing GFP, mKate2, or Strep-FLAG tags.  All transgenes created for 
this manuscript contain N-terminal tags, with the exception of SpnE and Zuc transgenes, 
which were C-terminally tagged. The expression of each transgene was controlled using 
the yeast upstream activation sequence promoter (UASp) coupled with a maternal a-
Tubulin67c-Gal4-VP16 (MaG4) driver, which showed strong expression in nurse cells 
starting at stages 2-4 of oogenesis onwards to the oocyte (Figure 1 – figure supplement 
1A). Transgenes were generated in flies by PhiC31-mediated transformation (BestGene) 
using PhiC31 landing pads on either chromosome two (BDSC #9736) or chromosome 
three (BDSC #9750).  
The GFP-Aub BAC line was generated by cloning of the aub genomic locus from the 
BAC clone BACN04M10 into the pCasPeR4 vector using restriction sites XhoI and SpeI. 
Bacterial recombineering (Gene Bridges Counter Selection kit) was used to insert an in-
frame GFP tag in the start site of Aub. 
Cell Culture, Co-immunoprecipitation, & Western Blots: 
Schneider S2 cells were cultured in complete Schneider medium (10% heat inactivated 
FBS; 100 units of penicillin [Life technologies]; 100µg streptomycin [Life technologies]). 
Plasmids were generated using Gateway cloning technologies (Life technologies) using 
the Drosophila Gateway Vector Collection (DGVC) destination vectors, pAGW for GFP 
and pAFW for 3xFLAG tags, expressed by the Actin5C promoter. Cells were transfected 
using TransIT-LT1 transfection reagent (Mirus biosciences) according to protocol but 
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with 3.0µg of total plasmid, with 1.5µg each plasmid DNA containing 3xFLAG or GFP-
tagged genes. 
For co-immunoprecipitation of proteins expressed in S2 cells, one well of a six-well 
tissue culture plate of transfected S2 cells were carefully lysed in 150µL S2 Lysis buffer 
(20mM Tris at pH7.4, 150 KCl, 0.1% Tween-20, 0.1% Igepal, EDTA-free Complete 
Protease Inhibitor Cocktail [Roche]) and incubated for 10 minutes on ice. Supernatant 
was cleared by centrifugation at 4,000 x g for 10 minutes at 4°C. Input sample was 
collected from the supernatant. Anti-FLAG M2 beads (Sigma Aldrich) were blocked in 
5mg/ml BSA for 10min at 4°C, followed by washing in S2 lysis buffer. Beads were 
added to the supernatant and rotated at 4°C for 90min. Beads were washed three times in 
PBS + 0.05% Tween-20 and eluted by boiling in reducing SDS loading buffer. 
piRNA sequencing & Analysis 
200 ovaries from flies fed yeast were lysed in lysis buffer (20mM HEPES at pH 7.0, 
150mM KCl, 2.5mM MgCl2, 0.5% Triton X-100, 0.5% Igepal, 100 U/mL RNasin 
[Promega], EDTA-free Complete Protease Inhibitor Cocktail [Roche]) and supernatant 
clarified by centrifugation at 15,000x g. Supernatant was incubated with anti-eGFP 
polyclonal antibody (Covance) conjugated to Protein-G Dynabeads at 4°C and washed 
three times in NT2 buffer (see: Co-immunoprecipitation & Western Blots). Beads were 
spiked with 5 pmol of synthesized 42-nt (42M) RNA oligomer to assess purification 
efficiency (see: Semi-Quantitative piRNA Binding Affinity Analysis), proteinase K-
digested, and phenol-extracted. Isolated RNA was CIP-treated, radiolabeled using PNK 
and gamma-P32-labeled ATP, and run on a 15% urea-PAAG gel. Small RNAs were 
cloned according to published methods [99, 145]. 
Semi-Quantitative piRNA Binding Affinity Analysis 
Normalized Signal Intensities of piRNA levels after IP of GFP-tagged Aub and Ago3 
transgenes was achieved by a normalized semi-quantitative approach. The gel band 
intensity corresponding to 29-19nt piRNA size range from autoradiographs (IpiRNA) were 
normalized to western blot band intensities corresponding to GFP-tagged transgenes after 
IP (Iprotein). To account for potential losses in piRNA yield due to RNA purification, IP 
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were spiked with 5pmol of synthesized 42-nt (42M) RNA oligomer prior to proteinase K 
digestion and phenol extracton. Autoradiographed gel band intensities from the 42M 
oligomer (I42M) were subtracted from western blot band intensities. Background signal 
intensities from adjacent lane regions of equal area were subtracted from each band 
intensity measurement. These values were then used to obtain the piRNA normalized 
signal intensity using the following calculation: 𝑝𝑖𝑅𝑁𝐴  𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑  𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙  𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦   
= 𝐼!"#$%– 𝐼!"#$%&'𝐼!"#$%&' − 𝐼!"#$%&'() − [𝐼!"! − 𝐼!"!"!] 
Band intensitities were obtained using FIJI software and values graphed using Microsoft 
Excel. 
Divergence Analysis 
cDNA sequences for D. melanogaster and D. simulans were aligned in PRANK using 
translated codons as reference and aligned again using ClustalW2 after removing indels, 
stop codons and unalignable sequences (PRANK: http://www.ebi.ac.uk/goldman-
srv/prank/prank)(CLUSTALW2: http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalw2). K-
estimator software was used to determine dN and dS values arbitrarily using a 100bp 
window and 35bp step size [126, 129, 146]  
(http://www.biology.uiowa.edu/labs/comeron/software). Values obtained after divergence 
analysis were graphed using Microsoft Excel. 
Microscopy 
Ovaries were fixed in 4% PFA in PBS for 20 minutes, permeabilized in 1% Triton-X100 
in PBS, and DAPI stained (Sigma-Aldrich). Actin was stained in specimen as indicated in 
the figure legends with Rhodamine Phalloidin (Life Technologies) according to the 
manufacturer’s protocol. Ovaries were washed in PBS and mounted in Vectashield 
medium (Vector Labs).  S2 cells were allowed to settle on coverslips treated with Poly-L-
Lysine (Sigma-Aldrich).  After gentle washing, cells were fixed in 0.5% PFA in PBS for 
20 minutes followed by staining with DAPI (Sigma-Aldrich), washed, and mounted in 
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Vectashield medium (Vector Labs). Images were captured using an AxioImager 
microscope; an Apotome structured illumination system was used for optical sections 
(Carl Zeiss). 
Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching (FRAP) 
For each construct, at least 20 independent FRAP experiments using ovaries expressing a 
single GFP-tagged transgene under the MaG4 driver were performed. FRAP experiments 
were captured on a Zeiss LSM710 confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss AIM) equipped with 
a 25x/0.8 NA Imm Corr multi-immersion objective lens and operating Zeiss Zen Black 
software. Image acquisition for all experiments utilized an identical 488nm AOTF laser 
power setting of 7% to ensure laser power was not influencing measurements. PMT gain 
settings were variably set to accommodate the expression level of each GFP-tagged 
protein. Images were acquired at 256x256 pixel resolution at 0.07µm pixel size and scan 
speed of 614.4ms per frame with 1.0 µs pixel dwell time. A single bleach region was 
defined for each experiment, consisting of a region of 7x7 pixels equal to 0.49 µm x 0.49 
µm and was bleached by a single iteration of 100% laser power from 488, 561 and 
633nm wavelengths. Five initial pre-bleach images were captured prior to bleaching and 
115 subsequent post-bleach images were acquired every 614.4ms to assess fluorescence 
recovery in the bleach zone. FIJI Is Just ImageJ (FIJI; http://fiji.sc/) software was used to 
analyze FRAP experiments. To account for background and photo-bleaching effects 
during acquisition, the mean intensity values from the bleach zone (BL), the background 
zone (BG), and the reference signal zone (REF) were used to calculate the corrected BL 
(BLcorr) for each acquisition frame using the equation: 
𝐵𝐿!"## = 𝐵𝐿–𝐵𝐺𝑅𝐸𝐹–𝐵𝐺   
BLcorr values were normalized to the mean of five pre-bleach values, which were used to 
estimate 100% fluorescence intensity. Using the curve fitter module of FIJI, the 
normalized post-bleach data was fit to an exponential recovery model: 𝑦 = 𝑎 1− 𝑒!!" + 𝑐 
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The mobile fraction was obtained by the sum of coefficients a and c, which describes the 
maximal extent of recovery for each experiment.  The mean mobile fraction for each line 
was calculated from at least 20 replicate FRAP experiments taken from at least four 
animals from the same stable line.  
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FIGURES AND FIGURE LEGENDS 
Figure 1: Identity and Divergence analysis of Drosophila Piwi-clade Argonaute 
proteins.  
(A) ClustalW2 alignment shows the N-terminal region of D. melanogaster Aub, Ago3, 
and Piwi protein sequences to be the least similar region of the proteins. The N-terminal 
region was divided in two parts (N-term 1 and N-term 2) according to the site of cleavage 
of dN-Aub and N-Ago3-Aub transgenic proteins.  Other domains were defined using 
PFAM protein family database search criteria. The percentage of amino acids with 
identity or with strong or weak conservation was obtained by counting ClustalW2 scores 
of conservation and dividing by the average number of amino acids in each domain of 
Aub, Ago3, and Piwi sequences. (B) The ratio of synonymous (dS) versus non-
synonymous (dN) mutations of D. melanogaster compared to D. simulans Aub sequence 
shows moderate elevation in the N-terminal region. (C) The ratio of synonymous (dS) 
versus non-synonymous (dN) mutations of D. melanogaster compared to D. simulans 
Ago3 sequence shows slight elevation in the N-terminal region, although we could not 
obtain a full length sequence for D. simulans Ago3. In general, ratios exceeding 1 are 
indicative of positive selection, while those less than 1 are indicative of negative selection. 
Ratios equal to 1 are subject to neutral drift. Values were obtained using 100nt sliding 
window, with a 35nt step size in K-estimator software. The approximate location of 
protein domains and point mutations used to create transgenic proteins in this manuscript 
are indicated below the divergence analysis, along with the name of the transgene 
described in the main text. 	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Figure 2: N-terminal domain swaps reveal localization and piRNA loading of Piwi, 
Aub, and Ago3 are dependent on PAZ-mid-PIWI domains.  
(A) Localization of GFP-tagged chimeric domain swapped Piwi proteins in ovary nurse 
cells reveal that N-terminal region of Piwi functions as a nuclear localization signal. 
Other proteins localize similarly to Aub and Ago3 to perinuclear nuage. Scale bar is 
10µm. (B) Localization of GFP-tagged N-terminally truncated Aub shows localization to 
nuage and diffused throughout the cytosol, while Aub N-terminal region is dispersed 
throughout the cytoplasm and nucleus of nurse cells, but does not enrich in nuage. (C) 
RNA gel of associated small RNA co-purified with GFP-tagged chimeric proteins. 42M 
indicates a synthetic 42nt RNA oligomer used for normalization in quantifying RNA 
relative to immunoprecipitated protein levels. A band at 30nt is 2S ribosomal RNA that 
co-purifies non-specifically with all immunoprecipitations. The size ranges for piRNA 
(24-29 nt) and miRNA (22nt) are indicated. (D) Semi-quantitative analysis of associated 
piRNA and miRNA from N-domain swapped constructs. (E) Length distribution of 
piRNA sequences co-purified from N-domain swapped constructs. (F) Proportion of 
sense to antisense piRNA sequences co-purified with N-domain swapped constructs 
shows that all proteins predominantly associated with anti-sense sequences, with the 
exception of Ago3. (G) Nucleotide bias of piRNA sequences co-purified with N-domain 
swapped constructs. All proteins have a bias for 1U and not 10A, with the exception of 
Ago3. 
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Figure 3: Reciprocal N-terminal domain swaps between Ago1 and Aub confirm the 
specificity of PAZ-mid-PIWI domains in piRNA and miRNA loading and localization.  
(A) Localization of Ago1 and Aub N-terminal domain swaps. (B) Length distribution of 
small RNA associated with Ago1 and Aub N-terminal domain swaps. (C) Annotation of 
sequenced reads from N-terminal domain swaps shows that the identity of the PAZ-mid-
PIWI domains— and not N-terminal regions— contribute to loading of small RNAs. (D) 
Heatmap comparison of miRNA levels associated with two Ago1 isoforms (Ago1Ra and 
Ago1Rb) and the chimeric N-Aub-Ago1 protein. The heatmap is ranked from highest to 
lowest by mean abundance of miRNA co-purified from ovaries expressing one of the 
three proteins.  
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Figure 4. Arginine methylation has a minor role in Aub or Ago3 nuage localization, 
mobility, and the loading with piRNAs.  
(A) The localization patterns of methylation-deficient Aub (GFP-Aub-RK; green; upper 
panel) and Ago3 (GFP-Ago3-RK; green; lower panel) proteins in nurse cells co-
expressed alongside their respective wild-type proteins tagged with mK2 for comparison 
(red). DNA is stained with DAPI (blue). Scale bar: 20µm. (B) Wild-type Aub 
accumulates at the pole plasm of the oocyte in late stage egg chambers, while 
accumulation of Aub-RK is greatly reduced. Actin is stained with rhodamine-phalloidin 
(red) and DNA is stained with DAPI (blue). Scale bars: 20µm. (C) Wild-type, but not 
arginine-methylation deficient Aub mutant (Aub-RK) co-immunoprecipitates with Tud. 
Each tagged pair of proteins was co-expressed in Drosophila ovaries. (D) Methylation-
deficient Ago3-RK is more abundant relative to its wild-type counterpart. Protein levels 
in lysate from ovaries expressing either GFP-Aub-RK or GFP-Ago3-RK are compared to 
their wild-type counterparts using the germ cell specific protein Vas as a loading control. 
All transgenes are expressed using the same driver. (E) A deficiency in arginine 
methylation increases the fraction of mobile Aub protein. The mobile fraction of nuage 
protein was determined for Aub-RK and Ago3-RK mutants in replicate FRAP 
experiments (n=31 and n=20, respectively). The fraction of mobile Ago3-RK remains 
similar to that of wild-type Ago3 in nuage. Bars show standard error values for each set 
of experiments. (F) Arginine methylation of Aub and Ago3 does not affect the levels of 
piRNAs co-purifying with each protein. piRNAs were isolated from immunoprecipitated 
wild-type and methylation-deficient Aub and Ago3 mutants and 5’ labeled with P32-
containing phosphate. piRNAs are observed between 20 and 30 nt markers. The strong 
band at 30 nt is abundant 2S ribosomal RNA (white arrow). An unlabeled 42 nt spike 
RNA (42M) was spiked into each IP sample to control for RNA loss during isolation and 
labeling efficiency (arrowhead). The levels of each protein after immune-purification are 
shown by western blot (lower panels). An equal fraction of immuno-purified material 
was loaded in each lane. (G) Semi-quantitative piRNA-binding analysis comparing the 
signal intensity of radiolabeled piRNA in Figure 2F shows that GFP-Aub-RK co-purifies 
with more piRNA than GFP-Aub-WT, while GFP-Ago3-RK has less piRNA than the 
wildtype transgenic protein. The signal of radiolabeled piRNA was normalized to the 
amount of immunoprecipitated GFP-tagged transgenic Aub or Ago3 protein and to the 
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amount of 42nt marker (42M), which was used to normalize against losses during RNA 
purification. (H) The annotation of piRNAs associated with wild-type Aub, Aub-RK, and 
dN-Aub show little difference in piRNA content. In this analysis, only those sequences 
greater than 22 nt but less than 29nt in length are shown. (I) The orientation and 
nucleotide biases of piRNAs associated with Aub-RK, and dN-Aub are most similar to 
Aub-WT piRNAs. Only those sequences greater than 22 nt but less than 29nt in length 
mapping to annotated repeats are analyzed. 	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Figure 5  Aub localizes to nuage even in the absence of PRMT5 methylosome 
components, Csul and Vls.  
The nuage localization of GFP-Aub-WT appears mostly unperturbed in PRMT5 
methylosome complex mutant backgrounds for Capsulèen (Csul) (A) or Valois (Vls) (B).  
An increase in cytoplasmic GFP-Aub-WT is apparent in these mutant backgrounds that is 
similar to the localization of the GFP-Aub-RK transgenic protein. DNA is stained with 
DAPI (blue). Scale bar: 20µm.  	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Figure 6: Arginine methylation of Aub is required for fertility and interactions with 
Krimp.  
(A) Expression of MaG4 driven UASp-GFP-Aub-WT (left panel; green) begins at stage 
4-6 of oogenesis, while a GFP-Aub-WT BAC line (right panel; green) expressing 
transgenic protein under the native Aub promoter begins at stage one of the germarium 
and continues onward to the oocyte. The star at the top left of each image marks the 
anterior tip of the germarium for each line. DNA is stained with DAPI (blue). (B) 
Representative images showing morphological defects of Aub heterozygous (upper 
panel) and mutant (lower panel) ovaries expressing GFP-tagged methylation-deficient 
Aub protein expressed under its native regulatory elements. (C) Co-immunoprecipitation 
of Ago3 or Krimp in Aub-RK rescue ovaries or heterozygous liter mates demonstrates 
the stabilization of Ago3-Krimp complex in the absence of Aub methylation. (D) S2 cells 
transfected with GFP-tagged Aub protein or methylation deficient Aub-RK in the 
presence of FLAG-tagged Krimp reveal that methylation is required for granule 
formation. Conversely, Ago3 associates with Krimp granules independently of arginine 
methylation. (E) Co-immunoprecipitation experiments in S2 cells demonstrate that Aub 
methylation is required for it to interact with Krimp. Ago3 interacts with Krimp 
independently of arginine methylation. 
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Figure 7: piRNA binding-deficient mutant Aub protein, Aub-YK, does not localize to 
the pole plasm.  
(A) The pole plasm localization of GFP-Aub-YK (green, lower panel) is mostly absent 
compared to mK2-Aub-WT (red) or GFP-Aub-WT (green, upper panel). DNA is stained 
with DAPI (blue). Scale Bar: 20µm. (B) Western blot of Vasa protein from lysate of 
transgenic fly lines expressing GFP-tagged Aub and Ago3 proteins reveals the presence 
of two isoforms of different mass in ovaries expressing methylation deficient (RK), or 
catalytically inactivated (CD) proteins of Ago3. Transgenic fly lines expressing GFP-
tagged Aub protein that are wildtype (WT), methylation deficient (RK), catalytically 
inactivated (CD), or piRNA binding deficient (YK) do not show accumulation of 
modified Vasa isoform, nor do Ago3-WT or piRNA binding deficient Ago3-YK. (C) 
Western blot of Krimp protein from lysate of transgenic fly lines expressing GFP-tagged 
Aub and Ago3 proteins reveals the presence of two isoforms of different mass in ovaries 
expressing methylation deficient (RK), or catalytically inactivated (CD) proteins of Ago3. 
(D) Localization of mKate2-Vas (red) is similar to wildtype in ovaries expressing 
wildtype (WT), methylation deficient (RK), catalytically inactivated (CD), or piRNA 
binding deficient (YK) versions of GFP-tagged Ago3 protein (Green), indicating that the 
modified Vas isoform is not disrupted in nuage localization (top panels) or pole plasm 
localization (Lower panels). Ovaries are stained for DAPI. Blue Scale bar: 20µm. (E) 
Knockdown of Drosophila Chk2 homolog, mnk, does not ‘rescue’ the accumulation of 
modified vasa isoform. (F) Treatment of lysate with calf intestinal phosphatase (CIP) 
appears to reduce the levels of modified Vas isoform in lysate from ovaries expressing 
endonucleolytic impared Ago3 protein, but not methylation deficient Ago3-RK.  
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Figure 8: A model for arginine methylation regulating Aub and Ago3 in the piRNA 
pathway. 
(A) The model for the Aub-Krimp-Ago3 triple complex presented in Chapter 3 is shown 
in step 1. In this chapter, we show that Aub must be methylated to interact with Krimp, 
while Ago3 devoid of piRNA interacts with Krimp independently of arginine methylation. 
In this complex, Aub targets and cleaves complementary transcripts that are then loaded 
into Ago3 (1). Loading causes dissociation of the Ago3-Krimp complex (2). Structural 
changes in Ago3 protein allow N-terminal arginine residues to be methylated by the 
PRMT5 methylosome compex (3). Once methylated, Ago3 interacts with specific Tudor 
domains in proteins, including PAPI (4). In this complex, Ago3 targets and cleaves 
complementary transcripts, which are then laoded into Aub protein (5). Aub loaded with 
piRNA can then be methylated, enabling it to bind Krimp or other Tudor domain proteins, 
regenerating the cycle (6). (B) The cycle of Aub and Ago3 methylation is governed by a 
simple principle, where Aub and Ago3 are only methylated after they are loaded with 
piRNA.  
  



































Aub endonucleolytic function stabilizes an intermediate complex containing 
Piwi. 	  	  
This chapter will be published as an individual manuscript. 	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INTRODUCTION 
In sexually reproducing animals, the potential for offspring is provided by 
totipotent germ cells. Germ cells must be able to differentiate into all cells necessary to 
make a new individual of either female or male genders. The genomes of germ cells are 
therefore in an ‘open’ state where epigenetic marks that specify differentiation of somatic 
cell types are mostly absent. In this permissive genomic environment, deleterious genetic 
elements such as transposable elements (TE) that replicate autonomously pose a serious 
threat to the integrity of the germ cell genome [91].  
The piRNA pathway functions to extinguish the replicative potential of TE 
sequences by destroying targeted transcripts in the cytoplasm and by guiding the 
deposition of repressive chromatin marks at genomic loci expressing TE transcripts [38, 
99, 101-103, 147, 148]. In Drosophila ovaries, three Piwi proteins, Piwi, Aubergine 
(Aub), and Argonaute-3 (Ago3), function non-redundantly to extinguish the expression of 
TE sequences [38, 40, 97, 99, 111]. Piwi proteins together with their respective piRNA 
guides form piRNA-Induced Silencing Complexes (piRISC), which are the main 
effectors of TE repression [38, 39, 99, 101, 103]. Once loaded with piRNA, Piwi-piRISC 
enters the nucleus to coordinate the co-transcriptional deposition of the repressive 
chromatin mark, H3K9me3, at targeted loci [100, 101, 103]. In the cytoplasm, Aub- and 
Ago3-piRISC complexes scan and endonucleolytically cleave TE transcripts that have 
complementarity to their piRNA guides in the piRNA ping-pong pathway [38, 40, 91, 
111].  
While the nuclear and cytoplasmic branches of the piRNA pathway are both 
required for effective TE repression, the relationship between both pathways is not well 
understood. While Aub and Piwi localize to different compartments of germ cells, they 
are both loaded with primary piRNA that is predominantly anti-sense to TE sequences 
and originate from genomically encoded piRNA clusters. Conversely, piRNA loaded into 
Ago3 is generated after Aub targets and cleaves sense-strand TE mRNA [38, 99]. 
Secondary piRNA are believed to function in selecting sequences in piRNA cluster 
transcripts that have better specificity for actively expressed TE sequences [38, 91, 99, 
149]. Somehow through this mechanism, ping-pong between Aub and Ago3 should also 
convey the sequences of piRNA that work best at targeting active TE sequences. Here, 
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we show for the first time that Aub and Piwi interact in the cytoplasm of germ cells in a 
manner dependent on Aub endonucleolytic activity. This interaction involves two 
piRNA-related factors, Spindle-E (SpnE), which is a Tudor domain-containing putative 
DExD-box RNA helicase, and Maelstrom (Mael), which is a High Mobility Group 
(HMG) box protein with diverse functions in Drosophila oogenesis [20, 107, 150]. 
Similar to Piwi, both SpnE and Mael localize to the nucleus, but are also abundant in 
perinuclear nuage alongside Aub and Ago3 proteins. Overall, we believe to have found 




Endonuclease activity is required for the mobility of Aub and Ago3 in nuage 
Aub and Ago3 are able to cleave RNA targets complementary to their guide 
piRNAs using a conserved RNase H-like fold in their PIWI domains [38, 39, 95, 96]. We 
addressed the role of the endonuclease activity of Aub and Ago3 proteins in their 
localization and function by generating a point mutant of the conserved DDH residues of 
the PIWI domain to catalytically inactivate Aub and Ago3 (Aub-CD and Ago3-CD). 
The protein stabilities of catalytically impaired Aub and Ago3 were similar their 
wild-type counterparts (Figure 1E). Immunoprecipitation of wild-type and catalytically 
inactive Aub and Ago3 protein revealed that Aub-CD associated with slightly less 
quantities of piRNA as wild-type protein (Figure 1C). Similar to Aub, an even smaller 
fraction of Ago3-CD was loaded with piRNAs compared to the wild-type Ago3 (Figure 
1D). The localization of catalytically inactive Ago3 was indistinguishable from wild-type 
protein (Figure 1A). Catalytically inactive Aub localization to the pole plasm was also 
not perturbed (Figure 1A). Conversely, the localization of catalytically inactive Aub in 
nuage changed dramatically: Aub-CD formed large punctate granules in the cytoplasm 
more reminiscent of Ago3 granules than the smooth layer characteristic of wild-type Aub 
protein (Figure 2A; 2B). To further test if catalytically inactive Aub co-localizes with 
wild-type Ago3 we co-expressed the two proteins tagged with different fluorescent 
protein tags. Quantitative analysis shows that impairment of endonuclease activity causes 
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an increase in Aub co-localization with wild-type Ago3 (Pearson’s correlation coefficient, 
R=0.897 to 0.910 for Aub-CD and Ago3-WT vs. R=0.795 to 0.843 for Aub-WT and 
Ago3-WT proteins; n = 8 for all)(Supplementary Figure 1). Overall, impairment of Aub 
endonuclease activity leads to its localization in large punctate granules, where it co-
localizes with Ago3. 
The dynamics of catalytically inactive Aub and Ago3 measured by FRAP showed 
a decrease in the mobile fractions of both proteins, with an effect especially pronounced 
for Aub-CD: the mobile fraction of Aub-CD protein is 31.9% ± 1.7% compared to 52.3% 
± 2.0% for wild-type Aub, and 33.5% ± 2.4% for Ago3-CD protein compared to 40.9% ± 
1.8% for wild-type Ago3 (Figure 1F; Figure 2B). This result indicates that the 
endonuclease activity of Aub and Ago3 is required for their dissociation from nuage and 
catalytically impaired proteins appear trapped in granules. Importantly, impairment of 
Aub endonuclease activity leads to a decrease in mobility and leads to a localization 
pattern to granular structures indistinguishable from Ago3 granules. 
Impairment of Aub endonuclease activity stabilizes its interaction with SpnE and Mael 
The formation of distinct granules and decreased mobility of catalytically 
impaired Aub might indicate stabilization of a normally transient complex prior to RNA 
target cleavage. Indeed, Aub-CD appeared to co-localize with other components of the 
piRNA pathway better than wild-type protein (Figure 3A; 3B). We tested interactions 
between wild-type and catalytically inactive Aub and other piRNA pathway proteins in 
Drosophila ovaries. Co-immunoprecipitations of tagged proteins in the presence of 
RNase revealed that Aub interacts with Qin and Krimp independently of its catalytic 
activity. In contrast, SpnE and Mael are present in a stable complex exclusively with 
Aub-CD and not the wild-type protein, while Interactions with Vasa protein or GFP were 
not detected (Figure 4A, 4B). We conclude that transient interactions between Aub with 
SpnE and Mael occur prior to cleavage of targeted RNA transcripts and these interactions 
are stabilized when cleavage cannot occur. Successful target cleavage disengages these 
interactions and promotes Aub mobility. 
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Piwi devoid of piRNA forms a complex with Aub  
Mael was reported to enable Piwi co-transcriptional silencing functions in the 
nucleus [100]. Both Mael and SpnE also localize to the nucleus of germ cells while also 
localizing to perinuclear nuage (Figure 3). Alongside Mael and SpnE, we tested if Piwi 
might interact with Aub. Interestingly, the endonucleolytic mutant Aub-CD stability 
interacted with Piwi independently of RNA (Figure 5A). We next examined if piRNA 
binding deficient Piwi-YK also interacted with Aub (see Chapter 2). Surprisingly, not 
only could we detect Piwi-YK stably interacting with Aub-CD, but it also interacted with 
wildtype Aub (Figure 5B). The interaction between Piwi and Aub did not appear to 
require the Piwi N-terminal region since mutant Piwi protein lacking the first ~100 amino 
acids of the N-terminus co-purified with strongly with wildtype Aub (Figure 5C). In 
summary, our data indicate that Aub endonucleolytic function and piRNA loading of 
Piwi might be related, since Aub and Piwi can form a stable protein complex independent 
of RNA interactions. 
 
DISCUSSION 
piRNA directs Aub recruitment to nuage, while Aub nuclease activity releases it from 
nuage 
In Chapter 4 of this thesis, we present evidence that arginine methylation and the 
N-terminal region are not essential for the localization of Aub. Instead, our results from 
chapter three reveal an essential role of piRNA in Aub recruitment to nuage: an Aub 
point mutant that is not loaded with piRNA is completely delocalized from nuage and 
instead is diffused in the cytoplasm. This effect helps to explain the results of previous 
studies, which found that deficiencies in Rhino (Rhi), UAP56, and Cutoff (Cuff) proteins 
cause delocalization of Aub from nuage [63-65]. These three proteins are nuclear, 
precluding their direct interaction with Aub in the cytoplasm; however, as they are 
required for piRNA biogenesis, Aub remains unloaded and therefore mislocalizes in these 
mutants. 
The strong dependence of Aub localization on piRNA binding suggests that Aub 
might be recruited to nuage through RNA-RNA interactions in the recognition of RNA 
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targets by guide piRNA cargo. Alternatively, binding of piRNA might lead to 
conformational changes in Aub that promote its interaction with other proteins in nuage 
(Chapter 4). Inactivation of the endonuclease activity of Aub has an effect that is opposite 
to the impairment of piRNA-binding: catalytically inactive Aub accumulates in large 
nuage granules and has lower mobility compared to the wild-type protein. These results 
indicate that the inability to cleave piRNA targets leads to accumulation of Aub in nuage. 
Together, these results point at piRNA-guided target recognition and cleavage as the 
main events that regulate Aub mobility in nuage.  
Aub interacts with piRNA pathway components, SpnE, and Mael in a pre-cleavage 
complex that recruits Piwi 
The inability of Aub to cleave piRNA targets stabilizes its interaction with two 
piRNA pathway proteins, SpnE and Mael. While neither SpnE nor Mael proteins co-
purified with wild-type Aub, they are present in complex with Aub that is nuclease-
deficient. This result suggests that SpnE and Mael transiently associate with Aub in a pre-
cleavage complex. SpnE is a putative DExD-box RNA helicase that might help Aub 
access its RNA targets prior to cleavage. Mael has many functions in oogenesis, from 
participating in microtubule organizing center (MTOC) assembly to essential roles in the 
piRNA pathway [107, 151-153]. Mael was reported to act upstream of Piwi in the 
nucleus and both SpnE and Mael localize in the nucleus of germ cells (Figure 3)[100]. 
Cleavage deficient Aub also stably interacts with Piwi, which functions in co-
transcriptional silencing of genomic loci expressing TE sequences in the nucleus of germ 
cells [101-103]. This finding is the first of its kind that directly links Piwi with the 
function of Aub in the cytoplasm. It remains to be understood how Mael, SpnE, and Piwi 
assemble with cleavage-impaired Aub, although it is possible that Mael and/or SpnE 
recruit Piwi to Aub prior to target cleavage.  
The interaction detected between Aub and Piwi might indicate cross-talk between 
the cytoplasmic piRNA pathway and the nuclear Piwi pathway. In addition to cleavage-
incompetent Aub stably interacting with Piwi protein, we found that piRNA-binding 
deficient Piwi also stability interacts with wild type Aub (Figure 5B). This interaction 
implies that at least a fraction of unloaded Piwi is normally in complex with Aub and that 
this interaction is responsive to Aub endonucleolytic function. Overall, our data indicate 
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that Aub scans RNAs exported from the nucleus for transcripts complementary to its 
associated piRNA. Recognition of target RNA by Aub-piRNA initiates complex 
assembly with other nuage components to recruit unloaded Piwi protein (Figure 6). 
The possibility that Aub directs the loading of piRNA into Piwi 
Could Aub be designating RNA substrates for loading into Piwi? To answer this 
question, the location of Piwi loading must be addressed. Since Aub is exclusive to the 
cytoplasm, we must address if Piwi could interact with Aub in the cytoplasm to load with 
piRNA. In Chapter 4, we show that an N-terminal domain swapped protein consisting of 
the Aub N-terminal region grafted on the PAZ-mid-PIWI domain of Piwi localizes to 
perinuclear nuage, but is loaded with piRNA most similar to Piwi piRNA (Chapter 4, 
Figure 2A, 2E). Additionally, a previous study reports that N-terminally truncated Piwi 
that is unable to localize to germ cell nuclei appears to be loaded with piRNA [130]. 
Lastly, in Chapter 2, we show that piRNA-binding deficient Piwi-YK protein is largely 
restricted from entering the nucleus (Chapter 2, Figure 2). Together these findings 
indicate that Piwi loading takes place in the cytoplasm before it is imported into the 
nucleus. 
If Aub endonucleolytic activity initiated the loading of Piwi, an expectation would 
be that Aub piRNA and Piwi piRNA are phased. Phasing describes how multiple piRNA 
sequences generated from a single transcript would map in sequential intervals of 
periodic lengths of 30 nt or longer. Clear evidence of phasing between Aub/Ago3 piRNA 
and Piwi piRNA do not yet exist in literature, although personal communications with 
members of the Brennecke and Zamore groups do suggest that some instances of Piwi 
piRNA phasing with Aub and Ago3 piRNA do exist.  
The hypothesis that Aub directs Piwi loading is further complicated by the 
paradox of piRNA strand orientation: Aub is loaded with primary piRNA generated from 
piRNA cluster transcripts and is predominantly anti-sense to TE transcripts. Likewise, 
Piwi piRNA consists of primary piRNA that is also anti-sense to TE transcripts. As such, 
there is no evidence based on sequencing data that would suggest that Piwi is loading 
with the products of Aub target cleavage, as is the case with Aub and Ago3 in the piRNA 
ping pong pathway (4P) discussed in Chapter 2.  
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Two putative mechanisms could explain how the paradox of piRNA strand 
orientation could be overcome: the first mechanism involves an unknown RNA-
dependent RNA polymerase (RDRP) that uses the transcript targeted by Aub as a 
template to synthesize a nascent strand of RNA complementary to the target transcript. 
This strand would be of anti-sense orientation to the target transcript and could then be 
processed and loaded into Piwi. However, the existence of such an RDRP mechanism in 
the piRNA pathway of Drosophila has yet to be described [154, 155]. An alternative 
mechanism might be that Aub is loaded with an unprocessed piRNA precursor whose 3’ 
end is only processed and loaded into Piwi upon successful target recognition by Aub.  
However, there is no evidence to support the existence of a piRNA intermediate longer 
than 30t in wild type ovaries or in piRNA pathway mutant ovaries. While this data has 
exciting implications, more work is required to dissect whether these processes do in fact 
exist and how they function. 	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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Generation of Transgenic Fly Lines 
Transgenic protein constructs for injection were generated using Gateway cloning system 
(Life Technologies). Genes were obtained by PCR from Drosophila melanogaster 
template cDNA taken from ovaries or testes of adult flies. Point mutations were 
engineered by overlap PCR and inserted in the pENTR-D-TOPO vector. Transgenes were 
cloned into the pUASP-Gateway-phiC31 fly injection vector derived from pCasPeR5-
phiC31 vector containing GFP, mKate2 or Strep-FLAG tags.  All transgenes created for 
this manuscript contain N-terminal tags, with the exception of SpnE and Zuc transgenes, 
which were C-terminally tagged. The expression of each transgene was controlled using 
the yeast upstream activation sequence promoter (UASp) coupled with a maternal a-
Tubulin67c-Gal4-VP16 (MαG4) driver, which showed strong expression in nurse cells 
starting at stages 2-4 of oogenesis onwards to the oocyte. Transgenes were generated in 
flies by PhiC31-mediated transformation (BestGene) using PhiC31 landing pads on either 
chromosome two (BDSC #9736) or chromosome three (BDSC #9750).  
Co-immunoprecipitation, & Western Blots: 
For co-immunoprecipitation of proteins from fly ovaries, 50 pairs of ovaries from flies 
fed yeast were lysed in 300µL NT2 buffer (50mM Tris at pH 7.4, 150 NaCl, 1mM MgCl2, 
0.05% Igepal, EDTA-free Complete Protease Inhibitor Cocktail [Roche]). Supernatant 
was cleared by centrifugation at 4,000 x g for 10 minutes at 4°C. Input sample was 
collected from the supernatant, followed by splitting the sample into two aliquots treated 
with or without 100µg/mL RNAse A for 10 minutes at 25°C. Anti-FLAG M2 beads 
(Sigma Aldrich) were blocked in 5 mg/ml BSA for 10 minutes at 4°C, followed by 
washing in NT2 buffer. Beads were added to the supernatant and rotated at 4°C for 
90min. Unbound fraction was collected for analysis and beads were washed 3 times 5min. 
in 300µL NT2 buffer, and eluted by boiling in reducing SDS loading buffer, followed by 
running one third of the IP material on an 8% SDS-PAAG. Western Blots were probed 
with rabbit anti-GFP (Covance) or anti-FLAG M2 (Sigma Aldrich) antibody at 1:3,000 
concentration. Anti-Vas antibody was generously provided by Dr. Paul Lasko and was 
used at 1:20,000 concentration. 
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Microscopy 
Ovaries were fixed in 4% PFA in PBS for 20 minutes, permeabilized in 1% Triton-X100 
in PBS, and DAPI stained (Sigma-Aldrich). Actin was stained in specimen as indicated in 
the figure legends with Rhodamine Phalloidin (Life Technologies) according to the 
manufacturer’s protocol. Ovaries were washed in PBS and mounted in Vectashield 
medium (Vector Labs).  S2 cells were allowed to settle on coverslips treated with Poly-L-
Lysine (Sigma-Aldrich).  After gentle washing, cells were fixed in 0.5% PFA in PBS for 
20 minutes followed by staining with DAPI (Sigma-Aldrich), washed, and mounted in 
Vectashield medium (Vector Labs). Images were captured using an AxioImager 
microscope; an Apotome structured illumination system was used for optical sections 
(Carl Zeiss). 
Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching (FRAP) 
For each construct, at least 20 independent FRAP experiments using ovaries expressing a 
single GFP-tagged transgene under the MaG4 driver were performed. FRAP experiments 
were captured on a Zeiss LSM710 confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss AIM) equipped with 
a 25x/0.8 NA Imm Corr multi-immersion objective lens and operating Zeiss Zen Black 
software. Image acquisition for all experiments utilized an identical 488nm AOTF laser 
power setting of 7% to ensure laser power was not influencing measurements. PMT gain 
settings were variably set to accommodate the expression level of each GFP-tagged 
protein. Images were acquired at 256x256 pixel resolution at 0.07µm pixel size and scan 
speed of 614.4ms per frame with 1.0 µs pixel dwell time. A single bleach region was 
defined for each experiment, consisting of a region of 7x7 pixels equal to 0.49 µm x 0.49 
µm and was bleached by a single iteration of 100% laser power from 488, 561, and 
633nm wavelengths. Five initial pre-bleach images were captured prior to bleaching and 
115 subsequent post-bleach images were acquired every 614.4ms to assess fluorescence 
recovery in the bleach zone. FIJI Is Just ImageJ (FIJI; http://fiji.sc/) software was used to 
analyze FRAP experiments. To account for background and photo-bleaching effects 
during acquisition, the mean intensity values from the bleach zone (BL), the background 
zone (BG), and the reference signal zone (REF) were used to calculate the corrected BL 
(BLcorr) for each acquisition frame using the equation: 
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 𝐵𝐿!"## = 𝐵𝐿–𝐵𝐺𝑅𝐸𝐹–𝐵𝐺   
BLcorr values were normalized to the mean of five pre-bleach values, which were used to 
estimate 100% fluorescence intensity. Using the curve fitter module of FIJI, the 
normalized post-bleach data was fit to an exponential recovery model: 𝑦 = 𝑎 1− 𝑒!!" + 𝑐 
The mobile fraction was obtained by the sum of coefficients a and c, which describes the 
maximal extent of recovery for each experiment.  The mean mobile fraction for each line 
was calculated from at least 20 replicate FRAP experiments taken from at least four 
animals from the same stable line.  
 
Nuage:Cytoplasm localization analysis 
The occupancy of GFP-tagged protein in either nuage versus cytoplasm was calculated 
by obtaining the ratio of mean signal intensities of a perinuclear area (N), an adjacent 
cytoplasmic area (C) of equal size, and a background area (G) using the following 
equation: 
𝑁:𝐶 = 𝑁–𝐺𝐶–𝐺  
At least 80 different imaged nurse cells were analyzed to obtain our measurements. All 
images were acquired from fixed specimen using the Apotome structured illumination 
system and a 40x oil-immersion objective.   
 
Co-localization analysis 
Images of egg chambers co-expressing one mK2-tagged protein and one GFP-tagged 
protein were acquired from fixed specimen using the Apotome structured illumination 
system and a 40x oil-immersion objective. All measurements of intensity in this 
manuscript utilized FIJI and built-in functions of the software. The “Coloc2” plug-in for 
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FIJI was used to obtain the Pearson’s correlation coefficient (R) for each protein pair. 
Eight independent nuclei were analyzed per protein pair and a mean R value was 
obtained by converting values using a Fisher’s R to Z transformation calculator 
(http://vassarstats.net/tabs.html#fisher). Mean and standard error values for each protein 
set were then calculated and converted back to R-space using a reverse calculator 
(http://onlinestatbook.com/calculators/fisher_z.html). 
Semi-Quantitative piRNA Binding Affinity Analysis 
Normalized Signal Intensities of piRNA levels after IP of GFP-tagged Aub and Ago3 
transgenes was achieved by a normalized semi-quantitative approach. The gel band 
intensity corresponding to 29-19nt piRNA size range from autoradiographs (IpiRNA) were 
normalized to western blot band intensities corresponding to GFP-tagged transgenes after 
IP (Iprotein). To account for potential losses in piRNA yield due to RNA purification, IP 
were spiked with 5pmol of synthesized 42-nt (42M) RNA oligomer prior to proteinase K 
digestion and phenol extracton. Autoradiographed gel band intensities from the 42M 
oligomer (I42M) were subtracted from western blot band intensities. Background signal 
intensities from adjacent lane regions of equal area were subtracted from each band 
intensity measurement. These values were then used to obtain the piRNA normalized 
signal intensity using the following calculation: 𝑝𝑖𝑅𝑁𝐴  𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑  𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙  𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦   
= 𝐼!"#$%– 𝐼!"#$%&'𝐼!"#$%&' − 𝐼!"#$%&'() − [𝐼!"! − 𝐼!"!"!] 
Band intensities were obtained using FIJI software and values graphed using Microsoft 
Excel. 
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FIGURES AND FIGURE LEGENDS 
Figure 1. Endonuclease activity is required for the mobility of Aub and Ago3 in nuage. 
(A) The localizations of catalytically inactive Aub-CD (green) and wild-type (red) Aub 
proteins in nuage are not identical (upper panel). Aub-CD has a more granular 
localization compared to wild-type protein. Ago3-CD (green) localization appears similar 
to the wild-type Ago3 (red; lower panel). DNA is stained with DAPI (blue). Scale bar: 
20µm. (B) Catalytically dead Aub-CD (green) strongly co-localizes with wild-type Ago3 
(red). DNA is stained with DAPI (blue). (C) Catalytically inactive Aub and Ago3 co-
purify with reduced amount of piRNA. piRNAs were isolated from immunoprecipitates 
of wild-type and catalytically dead Aub and Ago3. The strong band at 30 nt is an 
abundant 2S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) (white arrow). A 42nt RNA (42M) was spiked into 
each immunoprecipitate to account for loss of RNA during isolation and efficiency of 
RNA labeling (arrowhead). The levels of each protein after immune-purification are 
shown by western blot (lower panels). An equal fraction of immuno-purified material 
was loaded in each lane. (D) Quantification of piRNA loading of wild-type and mutant 
Aub and Ago3 shown on panel (C). The signal of radiolabeled piRNA was normalized to 
the amount of immunoprecipitated GFP-tagged Aub or Ago3 protein and to the amount 
of 42nt spike RNA (42M), which was used to normalize against losses during RNA 
purification. (E) The levels of Aub-CD and Ago3-CD are similar to respective wild-type 
proteins as measured by Western blot of ovary lysates. The amount of Ago3-CD is 
reduced 25% compared to wild-type proteins when normalized to the germ cell specific 
protein Vas. All transgenes are expressed using the same driver. (F) The mobility of 
catalytically dead Aub and Ago3 proteins is decreased. The fraction of mobile Aub-CD 
and Ago3-CD from replicate FRAP experiments (n=24 each) are reduced by 
approximately 20% and 7%, respectively, compared to wild-type proteins. Bars show 
standard error values for each set of experiments. 
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Figure 2. Catalytic activity is required for the mobility of Aub and Ago3, but does not 
affect pole plasm localization or loading of piRNA into Aub.  
(A) The pole plasm localization of GFP-Aub-CD (green) is similar to mK2-Aub-WT 
(red) when co-expressed in the same ovary (right panel). DNA is stained with DAPI 
(blue). Scale Bar: 20µm. (B) Left panel: Representative FRAP experiments show that the 
normalized recovery of GFP-Aub-CD is approximately 20% lower compared to GFP-
Aub-WT. Right panel: Representative FRAP experiments show that the normalized 
recovery of GFP-Ago3-CD is approximately 7% lower compared to GFP-Ago3-WT. The 
mobile fraction was determined by modeling the recovery to an exponential recovery 
curve (superimposed on respective data-sets). 
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Figure 3. Co-localization of catalytically dead Aub (Aub-CD) with other nuage 
components. 
(A) Wildtype and (B) endonucleolytic mutant Aub-CD (mK2-Aub-CD, red) was co-
expressed with GFP-tagged piRNA pathway components (green) using the same driver. 
Vas, Tej, Qin, Tud, and Krimp show strong co-localization Aub-CD in nuage granules. 
SpnE and Mael localize in nuage but also in the nucleus. Zuc shows little to no co-
localization with Aub-CD, since it is associated with mitochondria outside of the 
perinuclear space. Scale bar: 10µm. 
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Figure 4. Catalytic inactivation of Aub leads to stabilization of its interactions with 
SpnE and Mael. 
(A) Catalytically dead Aub (Aub-CD) forms a stable complex with Spn-E and Mael 
proteins independently of RNA that is not detected in wild-type Aub (Aub-WT). 
Impairment of endonuclease activity of Aub also enhances its interaction with Qin. 
Interactions with Vas or FLAG-tagged GFP were not detected. (B) Krimp protein forms a 
complex with Aub protein independently of Aub endonuclease activity in Drosophila 
ovary. Immunoprecipitations were performed from ovaries of transgenic flies that express 
FLAG- and GFP-tagged proteins in germ cells under control of the MaG4 driver. FLAG-
tagged proteins were immunoprecipitated in the presence (+) or absence (-) of RNase A 
followed by Western blotting to detect GFP- and FLAG-tagged proteins. The lower panel 
shows Input (Inp) and the unbound fractions (Unb) collected after immunoprecipitation. 
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Figure 5. The interaction between Aub and Piwi is stabilized by nuclease-deficiency of 
Aub and piRNA-binding deficiency of Piwi. 
(A) Endonucleolytic mutant Aub-CD stably interacts with wildtype Piwi protein. (B) 
Wildtype Aub stably interacts with piRNA-binding deficient Piwi-YK, while the 
interaction is enhanced by inactivation of Aub endonucleolytic activity. (C) N-terminal 
truncated-Piwi remains bound to wildtype or nuclease-deficient Aub-CD in Drosophila 
ovaries. Immunoprecipitations were performed from ovaries of transgenic flies that 
express FLAG- and GFP-tagged proteins in germ cells under control of the MaG4 driver. 
FLAG-tagged proteins were immunoprecipitated in the presence (+) or absence (-) of 
RNase A followed by Western blotting to detect GFP- and FLAG-tagged proteins. The 
lower panel shows Input (Inp) and the unbound fractions (Unb) collected after 
immunoprecipitation. 
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Figure 6. A model for assembly of Aub pre-cleavage complex that are recruit Piwi.  
This model is an elaboration of the model presented in Chapter 3. First, Aub loaded with 
a piRNA guide freely scans transcripts exiting the nucleus for complementarity. Upon 
recognition of a complementary target, Aub recruits components Qin and the Krimp-
Ago3 complex. Prior to cleavage, Aub recruits factors SpnE and Mael, in addition to 
recruiting unloaded Piwi. The assembly of this complex is not yet understood, although 
SpnE and Mael might chaperone Piwi into the nucleus upon loading with piRNA. 
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Supplemental Figure 1. Mean Pearson’s correlation coefficient of reciprocal pairs of 
GFP-tagged or mK2-tagged Aub-WT, Aub-CD and Ago3-WT proteins co-expressed in 
nurse cells. 
Pearson’s correlation coefficient quantifies the degree of co-localization of fluorophore-
tagged protein pairs. Identical proteins tagged with either mK2 or GFP co-localize best. 
On average, Aub-CD and Ago3-WT localization correlates strongest of non-identical 
pairs, while Aub-WT and Ago3-WT correlate least well. Aub-WT and Aub-CD co-
localization is on average correlated stronger than Aub-WT and Ago3-WT, but less well 
than Aub-CD and Ago3-WT. The mean Pearson’s coefficient was obtained from eight 
independently measured nuclei expression, one mK2-tagged protein, and one GFP-tagged 
protein expressed using the same driver. 
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